


After the Debate 
One of the attractions of a good de

bate is the struggle of ideas that con
tinues after the hall has emptied and 
you wind up at coffee tables to go over 
the fine points. We found ourselves 
doing that after the debate February 
20 between Earl Browder, former head 
of the Communist party, and Farrell 
Dobbs, National Secretary of the So
fiaJist Workers party. 
, Dobbs upheld the affirmative and 
Browder the negative of "Does Marx
ist Theory Retain Full Validity for the 
U.S.?" Neither the question itself nor 
Browder's personal influence seemed 
likely to inspire a large meeting. Yet 
Manhattan's radical movement, all cur
rents -and tendencies, were either down 
in force or well represented. 

The reason was that this seasoned po
litical audience suspected that no mat
ter what Dobbs and Browder were sup
posed to talk about they would almost 
certainly end up arguing big questions 
involving Communist party policies and 
their meaning in the reconstruction of 
American socialism. 

They did go into Marx's theory of 
impoverishment of the proletariat; and 
Browder referred the audience to a re
cent book of his on the topic; but the 
debate really ended on Browder's pol
icies as head of the Communist party 
and their validity or lack of validity for 
the socialist movement today. 

Where we were, after it Was over, 
most of the discussion centered on how 
big a distinction can be drawn between 
the policies Browder claimed as his own 
ancl those advocated today by Foster 
in the wrecked organization. 

A forum gadfly, joined our table to 

offer his puzzlers. "Answer me this: If 
Browder's policies were so successful in 
building the CP, how come he ended 
up as a failure as a leader? And if 
Foster was such a rigid sectarian, how 
explain his ultimate success in taking 
leadership away from Browder?" 

He got his answer. "Both Browder 
and Foster were only carrying out what 
Stalin wanted, the same as in all the 
Communist par tie s everywhere. You 
know that as well as anybody else." 

"I expected you'd say that. But don't 
you think it's a good question?" 

"I had the feeling," a former follow
er of Browder said, "that Browder did 
a better job than Foster could have 
done, arguing for the policy the Com
munist party is really following. Brow
der said, 'The Communist party under 
my leadership was correctly described 
by the Trotskyites as a reformi~t party 
with revolutionary trimmings.' That was 
a strong point if you believe in reform
ism. But Foster wouldn't dare admit 
something like that even if he knew it 
was true." 

"You're 'wrong," said a member or 
semi-member of the Communist party. 
"Foster wouldn't say it because he's' 
against revisionism." 

"Communist party policy is about the 
same under Foster as it was under 
Browder," we ventured. "Tonight -
leave out the theoretical trimmings -
and you could say Browder was defend
ing current CP policy." 

"You ought to stick to facts instead 
of throwing slanders around," the Com
munist party member retorted. "Facts 
~re stubborn things. I heard Browder 
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Planned economy is a favorite target of 
Big Business sharpshooters. Plan'ning on a na
tionwide scale, they say, would induce so 
much uniformity in food, clothing, housing, 
and small but important things that a free 
people would find it intolerable. And they 
question the value of leisure for a lower 
class that wouldn't know what to do with it. 
Yet on occasion so'me of them venture into 
ra{·her ·audacious planning of the lives of 
Americans. 

For instance, Lieut. Gen. Clarence R. 
Huebner, New York State Civilian .Defense 
Commissioner, made public a Five Year Plan 
last January to put the United States in 
underground fallout shelters. Even small 
countries will soon be able to "t.ake out" 
any other nation with nuclear weapons, and 
so', he confidently predicted, by 1964 only 
those Americans brave enough to take a 
calcuillted risk will ever see sunshine. 

The editors of the Wall Street Journal, 

not yet ready for a Five Year Plan th':'t 
would put them permanently in the Hudson 
Tubes to live "like a mole, or perhaps, a 
scared ra bbit," considered the prediction to 
be a way of putting the arm on Congress 
for more funds. "Civil Defense officials all 
over begin to tell us of impending disaster. 
Unless, naturally, the natio., ~ ... q"r1!'\ hi%"-o; 

upon billions of dollars for sheHers which 
Civil Defense officials, equally naturally, will 
have some sort of jurisdiction over." 

But even this staunch voice of free enter
prise and the stock er.change did not come 
out one hundred per cent against planning. 
Its idea is to put the same "billions upon 
billions of dollars" into the "shelter of na
tional strengt!h," presumably H-bo'mbs and 
guided missiles. 

From which one can conclude that it's 
getting more and more difficult to escape 
planning. The question is simply, which kind 
do you prefer? 

lie · II oerclon 
If a union wins an agreement from a re

luctant employer to increase wages and 
grant better working conditions, does that 
constitute "coercion" of the workers in a 
plant? 

A majority of the National Labor Rela~ 
tions Board decided it was in a case involv
ing the International Ladies Garment W~rk
ers and the Bernard-Altmann Tex",s Corp. of 
San Antonio. The NLRB held that the union 
had not signed up a clear majority in the 
plant and that therefore it had coerce~ the 
workers by getting them a pay increase. It 
was not reported whether the company 
thanked the board for its services. 

with my own ears. He wasn't defending 
Foster." 

A member of the Socialist Workers 
party pulled the January issue of Po
litical Affairs out of an inside pocket. 
When the quoting-from-documents stage 
is reached, our feeling usually is that 
the conversation is getting rough. But 
the debating mood, or perhaps the 
purple cover, maintained receptivity. 

"Listen to this where Foster is speak
ing about the Debs period when the 
socialist movement stuck to class-strug
gle principles - this is Foster: 'The left 
parties generally followed the policy of 
attempting to build independent mass 
parties ... instead of working with the 
masses . . . The result was a serious 
split in the ranks of the working class, 
with almost the entire Left on the sec
tarian end of the split.' Wasn't that 
Browder's main point tonight? 

"And here's one where Foster credits 
the CP with being the first radical 
party to break from the old policy. He 
says, 'In the latter 1930's . . . the Com
munists, who were in working alliance 
with the progressive or middle group 
in the CIO unions, began to partici
pate . . . inside the Democratic party, 
supporting certain candidates, advocat
ing certain policies.' N ow I ask why 
didn't Foster say that these class-col
laborationist policies started in the lat
ter 1930's under Browder's leadership? 
When credit is due, it's due." 

To clinch his point he added: "When 
Dobbs was defending Marxism, and 
Browder came back with the remark 
that Dobbs 'has here faithfully repeated 
the very dogmas and formulas that were 
put forward 75 years ago, probably in 
this very same hall,' didn't that sound 
to you just like Foster fighting 'left 
sectarianism?' " 

To this our CP friend shrugged. 
Maybe Foster thinks lik~ Browder and 
that's why the move to oust Browder 
had to come from Duclos of the French 
CPo Anyway he'd like to hepr an ex
pert like Arnold Johnson debate a Trot-
skyist. ' 

We agreed and said we hoped he could 
use his influence. 
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Who Is Ahead? 
by Arne Swabeck 

ONE perplexing question has haunted the imperial
ists of Washington and Wall Street since Sputnik I 

was hurled into orbit around the earth. It appe~rs 

generally in their own crude formulation: which side 
is ahead in the cold war, the "free world" or the Soviet? 

In their search for an answer they have concentrated 
most immediate attention on the military implications 
of the question. These range all the way from fantastic 
notions of control of space to the much debated mis
siles gap between the two major powers. But the de
bate often extends to far broader ramifications, includ
ing the more fundamental question: what about the 
increasing disparity caused by the rapid rate of scien
tific, technological and production growth achieved by 
the Soviet Union? 

For the American imperialists these are profoundly 
disturbing questions. They can neither be ignored nor 
explained away, for they arise in relation to condi
tions at home as well as to policies abroad. The impact 
of Soviet aavance is reflected more and more in the 
minds and the consciousness of people everywhere. And 
it is all the more effective because it occurs in the face 
of capitalist decline and stagnation. This impact is felt 
no less within ~he tenuous imperialist alliances where 
Washington diplomats are kept busy easing strains and 
mending ruptures. But their ability to speak and act 
from a posture of strength is subject to doubts because 
the once predominant U.S. world position is now chal
lenged in every part of the globe by the rapidly rising 
might of the Soviet· Union. 

Far-reaching social and political consequences fiow 
from the weakened imperialist position. Several set .. 
backs have already occ;urred, a series of retreats have 
been made with more likely to follow. 

It is said that whom the gods would destroy they 
first make mad. It is not too surprising, therefore, that 
in their dilemma the imperialists turn toward fantastic 
notions of control of space. Apparently they hope that 
this will provide the means to restore their former posi-
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tion of power and extend their conquests on terra firma. 
Senator Lyndon Johnson is the most ardent among 

the hopeful. Fancying himself the "space conscience" for 
Congress, he stirred the never failing credulity of his 
senatorial colleagues early last year with this kind of 
awesome prospect. 

"From space," said Johnson; "the masters of infinity 
would have the power to control the earth's weather, 
to cause drought and flood, to change tides and raise 
the level of the sea, to divert the Gulf Stream and 
change temperate climates to frigid." 

And who were to be the "masters of infinity"? John
son left no doubt on this score. "If, out in space," he 
added, "there is the ultimate position - from which 
total control of the earth may be exercised - then our 
national goal and the goal of all free men must be to 
win and hold that position." 

At the Pentagon the sights are set accordingly. Brig. 
Gen. H. A. Boushey, Director of Advanced Technology, 
U.S. Air Force, lists these space goals, assumitlg "~ 

vigorous program" in years ahead: 1959, unmanned 
space and moon probes; 1961, unmanned surveying, 
scouting and attack warning satellites; 1965, manned 
space vehicles, including repair and resupply types; 
1967, manned defensive and offensive military space 
vehicles; 1~69, manned base:on moon, start of con
struction. ~he purposes are suited to be military, com
mercial and scientific. 

Notions of military control of space originate in<the 
hallucinations of madmen. Commercial interest in such 
a venture seems no less far fetched. And scientific ex
ploration of the cosmos has no need of mili~ary space 
control. Without it, v.aluable scientific data have al
ready been obtained by the instrumented satellites 
hurled into orbits by both East and West. But it should 
not be forgotten that the vehicles developed to send 
the instrumentation skyward have been constructed. 
chiefly and primarily for. military purposes. The scien
tific discoveries made have· scarcely attained the status 
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of useful by-products that are painfully overshadowed 
by the sinister implications of an arsenal of missiles. 

In combination with the intense activities of the In
ternational Geophysical Year, instrumented earth sat
elli tes have served to extend our knowledge of the 
structure of the earth's atmosphere. Some of the scien
tific data gathered concern the relation of solar activity 
to magnetic fields, cosmic rays, etc. Magnetic fields as
sociated with sunspots were found to be much stronger 
than expected. A clearer picture was obtained of the 
relation between sunspot cycles and cosmic-ray cycles; 
when the former are at peak, the intensity of the 
latter is low. And, according to information so far 
processed, it appears that clouds of charged particles 
ejected from the sun give rise to strong magnetic fields 
in space which deflect cosm'ic rays that approach the 
earth. 

But the scientific data point also to a new discovery. 
Apparently the earth is surrounded by an intense belt 
of energetic electrically charged particles spiralling 
around the magnetic lines of force. This has been named 
the Van Al1en belt. A hypothesis suggested is that this 
heavy concentration of charged particles is due to 
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break-up of nuclei of atmospheric atoms by cosmic rays, 
with the particles held captive by t~e terrestrial mag
netic field. In turn, the discovery of this heavy radio
active concentration appears to have created new dif ... 
ficulties in the way of prevailing ideas for manned 
space flights. 

Another aspect of rockets, artificial satellites, their 
instrumentation and their degree of development enters 
the area of social significance. It is directly pertinent 
to the crudely formulated question: which side is ahead 
in the cold war? 

Commenting on the awesome triumph of the Soviet 
rocket, Mechta, the first to clear the earth's gravita
tional field, a writer in the British magazine, The New 
Scientist thinks it was impressive. It was impressive 
not the least, he says, "for the clarity with which the 
Russians let the world know what was happening. Right 
from the start they gave its distance and position in the 
sky. At no time was there confusion about the rocket's 
course." 

The writer hoped that this demonstration "will cause 
blushes where they are needed in Washington." For, as 
he added: "things went quite differently at the launch
ing of Pioneer." As far as he could tell, "No position 
in the sky was ever given ... and every hour or so 
some general or scientist would make a statement like 
'Pioneer has now escaped the earth's gravity.' (A few 
days later this nonsense was accorded the dignity of 
an official denial.) It all culminated in the wonderful 
myth that Pioneer took twenty-two hours to reach the 
apex of its trajectory and orily twenty hours to return 
from there to earth. Nobody in charge appeared to know 
that if Pioneer had really behaved like this it would 
have been the instrument of a scientific discovery far 
more important than anything since the formulation of 
Newtonian mechanics." 

The writer states quite bluntly: " ... it is plain that 
too many people in senior positions in U.S. space re
search projects do not know what they are doing." 
Strong as this indictment may seem, charges of no less 
serious consequences have been presented in hearings 
before congressional committees on the gap in missiles 
production. 

None of the experts, real or fancied, outside of the 
lunatic fringe of bourgeois propagandists, will deny 
the existence of the missiles gap that is so unfavorable 
to the United States. In fact, a report released on Jan
uary 10, by the HO'l:lse Select Committee on Aeronau
tics estimates that Russia may be more than one and 
'one half years ahead of this country in rockets imd 
space fechnology. "Even if the Soviet rate of progress 
is no greater than that of the United States,'~ the re
port avers, "the gap would never be closed, but would 
progressively widen." 

The U.S. lag in rocket and space technology is con
firmed by government space experts before the Senate 
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committee inquiries. Dr. Wernher von Braun and others 
gave full credence to Khrushchev's truculent claim that 
the USSR now has intercontinental ballistic missiles 
with pin-point accuracy "to any point on the globe." 
The experts based their appraisal largely on the math
ematical precision of the guidance technique displayed 
by the Soviet cosmic rocket launched January 2. 

At the same time the insinuations of the British writ
er about bemused bewilderment in Washington ap
pear to be well founded. McElroy, the Secretary of De
~ense, is in this respect typical of the perplexity in high 
places. His previous success as a soap manufacturer 
cannot be denied; but now he sees a rising new world 
which he does not understand, yet he is unable to hide 
his confusion. A few days after insisting that there was 
no missiles gap~ he told the senators that the USSR 
would soon have a substantial margin of such weapons, 
perhaps three to one. 

So far the relative military position of the two world 
powers has occupied the center of attention. But the 
construction and the launching of instrumented space 
rockets is an extremely complex undertaking. It re
quires deep-going theoretical study, diligent applica
tion, a high level of scientific development, labor skills 
and a technological structure of the greatest perfection 
and production capability. And this well known fact 
adds a fair quota of dismay to the uneasy apprehension 
in American capitalist circles whenever comparative 
production potentials between the two systems enter 
into the debate. 

Efforts to paint an illusory picture by downgrading 
the Soviet potential and embellishing the American 
out of reasonable proportion do not ease the apprehen
sion. The real contrast intrudes unceremoniously to 
shatter the illusions. 

Among the efforts of. such self-deception the Feb
ruary 1957 Fortune luxury magazine presents a strik
ing example. In this issue Albert Burck and S~nford 
S. Parker made the usually distorted type of compari
son. The authors granted that Soviet production might 
sustain an annual rate of growth of 6% compared to 
4% for the United States. Still not satisfied with the 
latter cla:m, they quickly interpolated: U.S. industrial 
production "is two-and-a-half times larger than Soviet 
industrial production: .. The actual or absolute addi
tions to annual U.S. industrial output are thus run
ning half again as large as the Soviet Union's." 

Reading this, one is reminded of the mathematical 
riddle said to have been propounded by the Stoic philo
sopher, Zeno of Elea, concerning the race between 
Achilles and the tortoise. Even though Achilles runs 
ten times as fast as the tortoise, if the latter has a 
hundred yards start, Achilles is always getting nearer 
to the tortoise but can never quite catch up to him. 
When Achilles runs 100 yards the tortoise runs ten 
yards; the next lap is ten yards for Achilles and one 
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yard for the tortoise; thereafter one yard and one-tenth 
of a yard respectively, and so on through the constant 
addition of ever smaller fractions. To be sure, Zeno 
could have no doubt that Achilles would overtake the 
tortoise; what troubled him was, where is the catch? 
The quantitative additions seemed difficult to question, 
only they failed to account for the qualitative rela
tionship. 

The importance of the qualitative difference be
tween the two conflicting systems should be obvious. 
Without a thorough comprehension of this there c.an be 
no sound foundation for an objective appraisal of their 
relative economic potentials. We shall return to this 
asp~ct later; meanwhile, another look at the estimates 
presented by the Fortune analysis will proveinstruc
tive. It grants that Soviet production might sustain an 
annual rate of. g~owth of 6% although Soviet figures 
relating to past )erformances are somewhat highE.r. But 
the claimed. 4%; .annual growth for the United s,tates 
does not at an):orrespond to reality. More recent com
parisonswith.' tile new Soviet Seven Year Plan point 
clearly to a.·.far . greater differential. 

At the Twenty-First Communist Party Congress, just 
held in Moscow, Khrushchev laid emphasis on the 
planned average annual economic expansion of about 
8.6% for the next seven years. He said this compared 
with an annual rate of growth in the United States of 
2%. Commenting on this latter figure Edwin L. Dale, 
in the January 29 New York Times suggests that 
Khrushchev "was being unnecessarily kind. Since the 
end of the Korean War, the annual economic growth 
of this country - after correcting for higher prices -
has averaged less than 1.5%." 

Bourgeois economists are well aware of this situa
tion. No matter how much they insist on the supreme 
virtues of capitalist free enterprise, a,rrayed against 
this are all the stubborn facts of life. For their edifica
tion we shall recite some of these facts. 

From the end of the Civil War to about the turn ·of 
the century the American economy expanded at an 
average annual rate of 5%. From 1900 to 1929 the rate 
had slowed down to about 4%. There was a further 
drop between 1929 and 1950 to slightly less than 3%. 
And now, during the last six years, annual economic 
growth has been reduced to a rate of less than 1.5%. 

This is the actual picture. The figures given speak 
far louder than words, whether coming from the bour
geois academic circles or from the innermost sanctums 
of Big Business. Moreover, it is the actual picture of 
the most exalted, the most powerful, the most efficient 
- the richest and the most highly developed among 
capitalist nations. This picture becomes so much more 
devastating when expressed in human terms, of the 
privation, penury and distress inflicted by the crises 
of the capitalist mode of production. Facing these facts, 
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there can be no' concealing, much less disputing, the 
reality of capitalist decline and stagnation. 

By the same token, the incomparable superiority of 
the Soviet mode of production, with its nationalized 
property and state planning, . over that of the capitalist 
free enterprise, stands out more sharply. This is the 
qualitative relationship; it arises out of the qualitatively 
different foundations of the two opposing world systems. 

To be sure, the Unit~d States, still has a very large 
lead over the Soviet Union in total volume of produc
tion. An authority no less than Khrushchev himself 
verifies it. He informed the Twenty-First Communist 
Party Congress that Soviet industrial production was 
about half that of the United States, while agricultural 
output was 20% to 25% less. Considering the larger 
Soviet population Khrushchev conceded that its per
capita output in both categories was correspondingly 
lower. 

These figures tell their own story about the standard 
of living of the Soviet people. Even though they enjoy 
far more universal health and welfare benefits than is 
the case in this country, t?e standard of living for the 
overwhelming majority who are not part of the privi
leged layers, still remains much below the U.S. level. 
The reason for this is not to be sought, however, in 
the development of the Soviet economic forms; quite 
the contrary. It is entirely due to the incompleteness of 
this development. 

And here we ,enter the area of immeasurable im
portance for the future, namely the respective economic 
potentials: a projected rate of Soviet product~on growth 
of 8.6% as against less than 1.5% for the United States. 
To attain this rate of growth the· new Soviet plan calls 
for production on a scale far surpassing all previous 
records. For improvement of living standards it sets a 
target of 22,000,000 new homes while working hours 
are to be reduced and the purchasing power of work
ers and peasants is expected to rise by not less than 
40% by 1965. 

Comparing progress in education, science and tech
nique there can be little doubt that the Soviet Union 
already now enjoys a distinct advantage. Most Amer
ican experts concede as much, though . few would be 
prepared to acknowledge the basic reason for this 
advantage. Explanations made fail generally to account 
for the social relations that have made it possible. 

Educations, science and technique are social func
tions; they arise out of social practice. While these func
tions react to their own internal stimulus, their develop
ment is conditioned in the final analysis by social needs, 
or to be more exact, by the needs of the prevailing 
social order and the possibilities it affords. As a: nat
ural consequence, this development in the Soviet Union 
carries the distinctive mark of the material founda
tion on which it unfolds. 

The tremendous need for advance of a once back-
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ward country, in combination with the immense pos
sibilities inherent in the new social order established 
by the revolution, spurred education, science and tech
nique on to new and greater heights. This attracted 
science and it generated science, alongside of working 
class skills and dexterity. Planned economy became 
commi tted unreservedly to the promotion of science 
and technique. The creative role of fundamental re
search merged in harmonious coordination with its 
technological application into the process of production . 
and the building of a complex, modern industrial struc
ture. 

The reciprocal interaction between social and scien
tific development is equally evident in the capitalist 
world. But the objectives and the social consequences 
of this interaction are quite different from those of the 
USSR, due to the different requirements of the social 
order. In the United States these are determined, in 
the first instance, by the special interests of capital
ist private enterprise. 

A large segment of U.S. scientific research is carried 
on in industrial laboratories set up by the dominant 
monopoly corporations. This imposes re~trictions on the 
free flow of though and initiative. The objective of 
such research is held within the general confines of 
the particular needs and the concern for profitability 
of these corporations. Another large segment of scien
tific research is linked to government projects, primarily 
for military purposes. In addition to these limitations, 
the application of science and the progress of industrial 
technique, outside of military considerations, tends to 
rise and decline wi~h the economic cycles. At each 
downturn technological advance is stymied by the di
minishing private capital investments. 

The contrast between the Soviet and the American 
. educational systems is no less pronounced. In the former 
all educational facilities through college and university, 
including living costs, are free, while the American 
similar institutions are now increasing already large 
tuition fees. This assures a far greater measure of mass 
education for the Soviet people. It is further accen
tuated by the combining of scientific instruction with 
the training of labor skills, for which the very popular 
poly technical institutes, established by the revolution, 
function as the central medium. Moreover, compared to 
government support for veteran's education in this 
country, a report made last year by Chancellor E. H. 
Litchfield of the University of Pittsburgh on the find
ings of a survey of higher education in the Soviet Union 
contains this illuminating point: 

"Industry releases its employees at full pay for more 
than 250,000,000 man hours each year in order to permit 
the workers to do work in universities or in engineer
ing and other university level institutions." 

We can add to this', that the French statesman, 
Edouard Herriot, was not far off the mark when he 
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observed that "Soviet rule has bestowed upon science 
all the authority of which it deprived religion." 

But American scientists who have visited Russia seem 
most impressed with the huge scientific clearing house, 
set up in Moscow. The Academy of Science publishes 
forty-eight times a year a periodical of abstracts of 
maj or scientific papers from all over the world. The 
companion Institute of Scientific Information puts out 
400,000 abstracts a year. U.S. efforts in the abstracting 
field are puny in comparison, if not downright ri
diculous. 

Consider this example presented to the House Infor
mation Subcommittee on restriction on the flow of scien
tific information. Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, president of 
Associated Universities, Inc., complained that while 
American translation of Soviet science writing generally 
lags, federal bureaus have been stamping secret some 
public Russian articles they do translate. Thus one 
Soviet paper wound up being translated seven times by 
different groups, he said. Small wonder then that a 
member of President Eisenhower's committee of scien
tists and engineers, Dr. Eric A. Walker, cried out in 
anguish: 

"Unless we awaken to the enormous implications of 
Russia's formidable scientific achievements - and soon 
- we are inexorably headed downhill to the status of a 
second-rate world power." 

With the ambitious projections of the Soviet new 
Seven Year Plan the same question recurs that has 
been posed so often before: can the main objectives 
be attained? Considering the solid foundation of con
struction already completed, the Soviet capacity for 
exceptionally rapid advance is clearly demonstrated. By 
the past achievements its economic potential is im
mensely increased. Its free access to the world market, 
an essential prerequisite, can no longer be denied. Not 
hampered by private profit motives, Soviet industry is 
able to skip stages in mass production developments 
and leap directly, on a broad scale, into the new tech
nology of nuclear energy; electronics and automation. 
In combination with the vast expanse of its territory 
containing enormous natural resources laid down in this 
heartland of the earth during past geological epochs 
- this enables economic planning in the boldest terms. 

American experts do not question seriously the. So
viet capacity for more rapid economic growth than 
is the case in the West. Where their opinions divide is 
on how much more. Some of them assert that conditions 
of dictatorial command grants unlimited ability to mo
bilize avail~ble resources; others invoke the so-called 
law of diminishing returns. From this Malthusian doc
trine they draw support for their scepticism;. they point 
to the tendency of economic expansion to slow down as 
it matures and begins to crowd against the avai1able 
outlets. In doing so, they transplant their own views of 
capitalist production to Soviet soil regardless ,of the fun-
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damental difference· in existing relations of production. 
Marx explained the laws of the capitalist mode of 

production much better, and in a strictly scientific man
ner. Observing the development of machinery and mod
ern industry, Marx noted the te:q.dency of constant cap
ital (equipment and materials) to increase at the ex
pense of variable capital (labor, wages) with the re
sult that the demand for labor falls relatively to the 
magnitude of the total capital. The workers, therefore, 
produce not only the accumulation of capital but also 
the means by which they are themselves made rel
atively superfluous. Excess capacity of production shows 
up alongside of an industrial reserve army of unem
ployed. 

Simultaneously the capitalist mode of production sets 
in motion a restriction of the market by imposing limi
tations upon the purchasing power of the great mass 
of the workers. Their wages tend to fall relatively to 
output and to profits. Capitalism thus develops the 
forces of production more rapidly than it develops the 
conditions of consumption. 

But Marx also insisted that general laws valid for 
all societies and for all social and economic structures 
do not exist. On the contrary: "Every historic~l period 
has its own laws ... But as soon as life has gone 
through a given period of development and ~merged 
from one stage to another, it begins a1ready to be gov
erned by different laws." And Marx viewed the cap
italist mode of production as a transitory stage in the 
history of human evolution. 

Soviet society is in a stage of transition from cap
italism to socialism. It still partakes of certain laws 
of capitalist development while others disappear to be 
replaced by new laws. A -full and complete assessment 
of the laws of production that came into force during 
the period of transition is not yet possible; that should 
have been the task of Soviet political economy. But so 
long as this pursuit remains subordinated to the stunt
ing perversions of bureaucratic rule any serious and 
objective analysis cannot be expected. Nevertheless, a 
few basic elements of the new order of things are 
discernible and can be set down in outJine form. 

Most assuredly, the law of labor value is still the 
basic regulator of Soviet economy; its livin~ labor power 
remains the basic determinator ~f all values produced. 
The process of accumulation takes the form of a pro
portionately greater expansion of constant capital than 
that of variable capital, as is the case in the capita).ist 
world. The accruing higher organic composition of cap
ital similarly reduces the demand for labor. Likewise, 
Soviet economy has so far developed the forces of pro
duction more rapidly than the conditions of consump
tion. But here the similarity ends. 

The contradiction between social production and cap
italist appropriation of the products that is typical of 
bourgeois society, has been removed. It disappeared 
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to~ether with the private ownership of the.neans of 
production. Planned economy has replaced the:,.pitalist 
anarchy of production; and cyclic crises areop;nknown. 
Social appropriation. in the Soviet Union pa~s social 
production. True" an inordinate share of this .,ppropria
tion is devoured by the privileged caste, lea_g mon
strous inequalities as the most distinguishing feature of 
the bureaucratic rule. But working class pressure for a 
more proportionate share of the national income has 
brought gradually improved living conditions. Targets 
set by the new Seven Year Plan indicate the possibility 
of a more rapid rise of Soviet living standards, ap
proaching continually closer to those of the United 
States. 

This points up ano~her striking difference between 
Soviet and capitalist economic forms. From the general 
tendency of the development of the latter - the in
crease of constant capital at the expense of variable 
capital - Marx drew the conclusion: "The greater the 
social wealth ... the greater is the industrial reserve 
army ... the greater the mass of the consolidated sur
plus population ... the greater is official pauperism. 
This is the absolute general law lof capitaList accumu
lation." 

This absolute general law is now painfully evident 
precisely in the United States - the wealthiest among 
capitalist nations. The reality of this law, the chronic 
unemployment, is demonstrated to the American work
ers with compelling bluntness. In the Soviet Union, 
however, this law is in the process of being turned into 
its opposite. In this the Soviet workers enjoy an enorm
ous advantage. Unlike the Western workers, they need 
not fear radical labor-saving operations put into effe,ct 
by application of nuclear energy, electronics and auto
mation. Their educational system affords them the op
portunity to learn ~ew skills; they can thus ease the 
physical and mental crippling that, befalls a mere ap
pendage to a machine. 

It is not the intention at this point to enter into a 
rounded discussion of social relations and social forces 
in motion and conflict either in the Soviet Union or 
the United States; but a couple of outstanding factors 
should be noted here. 

The economic relations of nationalized property and 
state planning imparts a different status to workers in 
Soviet society and it impels a different direction to 
their aims and aspirations than is the case in the cap
italist world, where in the latter instance the workers 
are subjected to exploitation by private enterprise, their 
wage standard tends to become the uppermost issue in 
the class struggle, while increased efficiency of produc
tion raises the terrifying spectre of over-production, 
unemployment and social disaster. 

Soviet economic forms and relations, on the other 
hand, weld the workers most solidly and dir.ectly as 
an integral component into the whole productive sys-
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tern. The satisfaction of their material needs, their 
standard of living and their cultural elevation as well, 
depends entirely and unconditionally upon greater ef
ficiency of production, better quality of products and 
a higher rate of labor productivity. These are essential 
prerequisites also for the continued advance toward 
the socialist society. 

The reality of this relationship is deeply imbedded 
in the consciousness of the Soviet workers. Concretely 
it finds expression in more direct worker participation 
in the universal comparisons of fulfillment of plan quo
tas and in discussion of new plan targets, to which the 
trade unions are now also drawn in more directly. In 
increasing measure the workers' voices are heard, on 
the one hand critical of bureaucratic waste, inefficiency 
and mismanagement, and on the other, by growing and 
insistent demands for more efficient technique. 

But these objectives can be attained and the advance 
toward socialism assured only to the extent that the 
bureaucratic road blocks are removed. The workers 
must, therefore, of necessity strive also in increasing 
measure for control of production, of planning and dls
tribution to be exercised through their own effective 
organs. Freedom of creative initiative, more equitable 
social relations and democracy become no less indispen
sable aims of their struggle. 

"The improvement of the material situation of the 
wor kers," said Trotsky, "does not reconcile them with 
the authorities; on the contrary, by increasing their sel~
respect and freeing their thoughts for general problems 
of politics it prepares the way for an open conflict with 
the bureaucracy." 

American workers face a different situation. Though 
their productivity has attained the highest levels, in
stead of being integrated more firmly into the econ
omic structure as a component part thereof, they are 
alienated from it - the tragic victims of capitalist de
cline and decay. Economic expansion in the United 
States is not limited by lack of labor productivity nor 
by lack of physical capacity, or lack of capital, for all 
these prerequisites are available in superabundance. The 
roots of the capitalist dilemma lie far deeper. The de
cline of its system derives from the fact that the pro
ductive forces it created have long outgrown their 
private property relations. 

Prior to the Great Depression, the ever growing in
ternal market furnished the main base for capitalist 
expansion. This is no longer the case. From the emer
gence out of the depression, the United States has now 
about completed its cycle of artificial prosperity made 
possible by production for war and for the armaments 
race. 

Even this vast market proved too narrow for the 
mighty productive forces that it called into being. The 
industrial boom that it generated has levelled off; and 
after its period, of artificial revival, the home market 
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is now beset by tendencies of contraction. The purchas
ing power of the great mass of the workers faces the 
limitations imposed by the capitalist mode of produc
tion for profits. Adequate outlets abroad are no less 
limited because the world market is now seriously 
curtailed by the advancing colonial revolution; and 
what is left of it is racked by cutthroat competition. 

The theoretical analysis made by Marx here appears 
in full view as the irreproachable picture of things as 
they actually are, namely that "The re,al barrier of cap
italist production is capital itself." It is merely produc
tion for capital, and not vice versa, "the means of pro
duction, mere means for an ever expanding system of 
the life process for the benefit of the society of pro
ducers." 

As a consequence of their dilemma the American cap
italists can be expected to turn with greater fury against 
the working class, in order to load the heavy toll of 
their declining system on the backs of those who toil. 
The Soviet challenge to their world dominance will 
tend to increase their sense of urgency. But the Amer
ican workers do not 'face such a challenge from the 
East. The threat to their conditions and their standard 
of living originates at home. It must be met. And it 
can be met successfully only on the grounds of strug

gle to t~ansform production for profit for the few to 
production for an ever expanding system of rich and 

wholesome life for the benefit of the society of pro
ducers. 

NOTEBOOK 
of an Agitator 

Do you ever fee·1 like going out and agit~ting peopie about things you read in the 
press? Do some items make you burn with anger, or laugh outright, or feel like cry
ing? Do you run across stories that restore your confidence in human nature -and 
get you to thinking that maybe it's possible to build a better world affer all? Then 
thumb through "Notebook of an Agitator" by James P.Cannon. This collection 
of observations of the America we live in was written for you. It will give you a 
better idea of the way a socialist leader looks at the world than any other book 
we'can think of. And here's a special offer for your consideration: Through an ar
angement with Pioneer Publishers we can send you a paperback copy of this 362-
page book and give you a two-year subscription to International Socialist Review 
for only $4. Clip the coupon whi·le you're thinking about it. 
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The United Nations 
The glass skyscraper overlooking Manhattan's East River 
is an impressive structure; but can the delegates meeting 
there achieve world peace? The possibilities appear remote 

I s THE United Nations an effective 
instrument for securing world peace 

or is it a snare and a deception? In our 
nuclear age the answer to this qu~ry 
involves our own lives and the con
tinued existence of the human species. 

Despite their other disagreements, the 
various participating governments all 
assure us that the UN is the only in
strumentality that - in the words of its 
Charter - can "save succeeding genera
tions from the scourge of war." In the 
State Department Bulletin of April 21, 
1958, Frances O. Wilcox, Assistant Sec
retary of State, declared that "the Unit .. 
ed Nations, with all its imperfections, 
remains the best hope on earth for 
world peace." American diplomats call 
on the Russians to stop using the veto 
and obstructing the UN in its momen
tous task. 

But the Russians are for the UN, too. 
"People everywhere expect more ener
getic steps by the United Nations to 
remove the danger of war . . . The UN 
must not be exploited to further im
perialist aims, it must become a genuine 
guardian of world peace and security." 
Thus spoke Y. Ilyin in the Moscow New 
Times of December 25, 1957. 

Most of the lesser powers agree with 
one or the other of these main protag
onists. Those smaller states not fully 
committed to the two major military 
and diplomatic blocs view the UN as 
an indispensable framework for efforts 
by the "neutralist" countries to keep 
the world from toppling into a radio
active abyss. 

The multimillioned working masses, 
who all over the globe fervently desire 
peace, also look to the UN. In some 
countries, the man in the street is in
clined to be a little skeptical about the 
UN; in others, he is more optimistic. 

In the U.S. support is especially vig
orous. H. Schuyler Foster, Chief of the 
Public Studies Division of the State De
partment, reported in January 1958 that 
a survey showed 94 per cent of the stu
dent youth in the United States heartily 
in favor of the UN. The percentage 
among adults is not quite as high. Ex-
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cept at one pole for the vociferous 
America Firsters, who consider the UN 
a Communist plot; and, at the opposite 
pole, revolutionary socialists who re
gard the UN as imperialist dominated, 
almost everyone is for it. 

Approval of the UN is most emphatic 
in certain religious, liberal and progres
sive circles. Ministers, professors, labor 
leaders; progressives of all sorts; so
cialists of various persuasions, with 
Norman Thomas in the lead; the Com
munist party; pacifists of all denomina
tions, Quakers, Unitarians, even the 
Presbyterians (including their most il
lustrious lay members, Eisenhower and 
Dulles) - all- profess faith in the UN. 

Such popularity does not necessarily 
guarantee the efficacy of the UN as an 
agency of peace. Most supporters of the 
UN tend to substitute faith and hope 
for knowledge and reason. It is neces
sary to approach the answer to our' 
opening que'stion in an objective and 
scientific manner. We must ascertain 
the origin of the UN, its structure, 
antecedents, class character and the 
record it has made so far, Only then 
will we be able to determine whether 
it is a genuine instrument of peace 
deserving socialist support. 

Conception and Birth 

The founding of the UN at San Fran
cisco in 1945 culminated the wartime 
collaboration of the U.S., Britain and 
the USSR. The October 1943 Foreign 
Ministers meeting in Moscow suggested 
an international security organization 
to police the world after the Allied vic
tory. In October 1944 the Dumbarton 
Oaks conference again projected the 
setting up of an armed supergovern-
1nent, jointly controlled by the big 
powers, "for the prevention and re
moval of threats to peace and the sup
pression of acts of aggression." 

Both the Moscow and the Dumbarton 
Oaks declarations stated that the UN 
was to be "based on the principle of 
sovereign equality of all peace-loving 
nations." At Yalta in February 1945 
Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin toasted 

the killing of a few more million Ger
mans and the slaughter of civilians in 
Allied air raids. As recorded in the 
censored offici~l minutes, they also 
violated everyone of the high-sounding 
professions of Allied war aims. 

Stalin pointed . out that the "three 
Great Powers" had borne the brunt of 
the war and should have the right to 
preserve the peace. It was ridiculous. 
he said, to believe that in the projected 
UN Albania should have a voice equal 
to that of the Big Three. 

Roosevelt agreed that "unity" of the 
Big Three should be one of the first 
aims of the UN. He proposed to give 
each of the Big Five (U.S., Britain. 
France, China, the USSR) veto power 
in the UN Security Council. It was his 
view that this council alone should have 
the power to act, its decisions being 
binding on aLl the UN member states. 
The General Assembly, where the run
-of-the-mill UN members voted, would 
have powers only of recommendation, 
if approved by a two-thirds majority. 
Roosevelt also proposed, as a conces
sion, that the big powers should give 
the small nations the right to bring 
any and all problems before the Se
curity Council. 

Stalin replied that he was "interested 
in decisions, not in the discussions." 
Churchill emphasized that he accepted 
Roosevelt's proposals only because his 
government could veto any undesirable 
action by the UN. He then tossed off 
a Churchillian gem: "The eagle should 
permit the small birds to sing, and care 
not wherefore they sing." 

At the San Francisco conference, the 
smaller states made every effort to re
dress this domination of the great pow
ers, correctly denouncing it as a viola
tion of the principles of democracy and 
sovereign equality. Carlos Romulo of 
the Philippines later announced that "as 
a spokesman for a small nation, I want 
to make it very plain that my nation 
. . . would be very happy indeed to 
trade the fiction of equality in a power
less Assembly for the reality of a vote 
equal to our actual position in the 
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world in an Assembly endowed with 
real 'power." 

But the Big Five insisted that it was 
either the UN with the veto or no UN 
at all. Senator Connally dramatically 
tore up a copy of the Charter during 
one of his speeches. Molotov castigated 
the opponents of the veto as enemies 
of the proposed world security organiza
tion who had not ceased their "subver
sive activities" (!), and who were mas
querading "under false colors" while 
pretending to protect the interests of 
small nations and the equality of na
tions. 

Thus the Big Five bludgeoned the 45 
small states into line. The San Fran
cisco conference duly adopted the pro
posed Charter and the U.S. Senate 
quickly ratified it in a record 89-to-2 
vote. 

The Atlantic Charter of August 1941, 
signed by Roosevelt and Churchill (and 
later adhered to by Stalin), pledged a 
peace assuring "freedom from fear and 
want." It also promised "no territorial 
changes that do not accord with the 
freely expressed wishes of the peoples 
concerned." With a few embellishments, 
the Atlantic Charter merely repeated' 
Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points of 
1918. Like the latter, the lofty precepts 
it enunciated were observed only in the 
breach. 

At Yalta, Roosevelt, Churchill and 
Stalin proceeded to carve up the world 
into their respective spheres of influ
ence, without any regard for the wishes 
of the peoples concerned - "freely ex
pressed" or otherwise. Stalin got East
ern Europe, the railroads and ports of 
Manchuria, the Kurile islands and 
southern Sakhalin. In return Stalin 
promised to restrain the Communist 
parties of Western Europe and to in
stitute broad coalition regimes in East
ern Europe. Korea was to be jointly 
occupied by Soviet and American troops, 
with the thirty-eighth parallel as the 
dividing line. Germany was to be 
truncated and jointly occupied. 

At its birth, the UN was not at all 
the "town meeting of the world," as 
Senator Vandenberg assured everyone 
within hearing that it would be. Nor 
was it a "Parliament of Man" in that 
world republic envisioned by the World 
Federalists. The victors of World War 
II sought to establish a world-wide 
enforcement agency to insure the undis
turbed enjoyment of the expected spoils 
of the bloody contest. 

The original concept of a strongly 
armed supergovernment advocated most 
vigorously by Stalin, was not realized. 
The smaller nations objected. The cracks 
in the alliance widened into unbridge
able chasms only a few months after 
Yalta, as the war in Europe drew to its 
end. 

The precise nature of the United Na
tions Organization as it finally emerged 
has presented something of a puzzle to 
most people. State Department officials 
cauti~usly refer to it as an "interna-
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tiona 1 personality." Newspaper report
ers, more correctly, call it an "unarmed 
peace organization." 

Speaking in Oslo last July, Secretary 
General Dag Hammarskjold attempted 
a more precise description. The UN, he 
said, "is a platform . . . a technique of 
diplomatic negotiations ... a standing 
diplomatic conference ... " He added 
that the UN differs in two respects from 
more conventional forms of international 
relations: (a) the public debate of issues 
and (b) the introduction of voting into 
the conduct of foreign affairs. Such vot
ing as occurs in the powerless Assembly, 
however, does little more than measure 
the current economic and political influ
ence of the big powers on their subordi
nates. 

UN No.1 

In its structure, the UN bears a close 
resemblance to its predecessor, the 
League of Nations. The UN took over 
the material assets of the League and 
imitated its organizational structure. 
The main changes were in names. The 
Covenant of the League became a 
Charter, the Council a Security Council, 
the Assembly a General Assembly. The 
Permanent Court of International Jus
tice was rebaptized as the International 
Court of Justice. The League "mandate 
system" of colonial administration 
hung out a new shingle, transforming 
itself into the UN "trusteeship system." 
The International Institute of Intel
lectual Cooperation enlarged its func
tions somewhat and metamorphosed in-' 
to the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, or 
UNESCO. 

The methods for the settlement of 
international disputes are the same: 
economic, military, financial and diplo
matic penalties or sanctions, an interna
tional police force to inspect armistice 
lines, the establishment of neutral buf
fer zones, observer teams, investigative 
commissions, the use of a special flag. 
These are the rusty techniques of the 
League under a new coat of paint. 

Thus it is not surprising that at San 
Francisco many of the actual partic
ipants in League activities bobbed up 
again. At the UN founding conference, 
Samuel Grafton of the New York Post 
was dismayed by the "array of de
pressingly familiar faces, and the feel
ing ... that those who couldn't do it 
once are going to try to do'it again." 

A brief review of the historical role 
of the League of Nations, with which 
the UN shares so many featuJ;'es, can 
help cast light on the real nature of its 
successor. The League was an integral 
part of the Versailles peace treaty, im
posed by -the victors of World War I 
upon vanquished Germany. This inden
ture attempted to stabilize the world 
domination of the Triple Entente (Brit
ain, France, Italy) by plundering and 
dismembering Germany and Austria, 
partitioning the rest of Europe into non-

viable small states, and incorporating 
the former German colonies into the 
holdings of the winners. Lenin called 
Versailles "a usurer's peace, a stran
gler's, a butcher's peace ... an unheard
of robber's peace." Attempting to en
force it, the League showed itself for 
what it was - an instrument of the 
British and French imperialists. 

From 41 members in 1920, the League 
increased to 61, then dropped to 44 by 
1939, the first year of World War II. 
Among the smaller states the League 
was able to settle a number of inci
dents: the 1920 Aaland case (Sweden 
vs. Finland); the 1925 Greco-Bulgarian 
dispute; the 1933 Leticia im imbroglio 
(Bolivia vs. Paraguay). When it came 
to larger states, it was another matter. 
This was shown in the Japanese inva
sion of Manchuria in 1931, the Italian 
invasion of Ethiopia in 1935, and the 
German Anschluss of Austria in 1938. 

Germany's re~eneration after World 
War I came sooner than expected, 
thanks first to American support in 
the twenties and later to Britain's tacit 
support of Hitler. British imperialism 
counted on using the Nazi dictator 
against the USSR, against the excessive 
pretensions of France, and more re
motely against the United States. How
ever, the traditional balance-of-power 
policy that had worked so well in the 
previous century backfired on the Brit
ish imp~ialists as it did in 1914. The 
League collapsed like a house of cards 
before the dynam,ism of German capi
talism; with it went British domination 
of the continent. . 

"If the U.S. Had J~ined • "." 

One of the more persistent myths of 
American politics is that the League 
failed because the U.S. did not join; and 
that if it had, the League could. have 
kept the peace. In 1943-45 this legend 
was heavily stressed. Inasmuch as the 
League had failed only, because the 
U.S. had not come in, it was argued, 
the success of the UN was assured since 
the U.S. would take a very active part 
in it. 

However, this leaves out of account 
the fact that the nature of the peace
enforcing agency set up after a war can
not be divorced from the nature of the 
war whose results it seeks to maintain. 
The development of economic, social 
and political forces that tend to under
mine and disintegrate the status quo 
also tend to undermine and disintegrate 
those bodies set up to register the pre
vious balance of forces. 

World War I was basically a European 
interimperialist conflict. The axis of the 
struggle was the antagonism between 
Britain and Germany, a ,rivalry that 
had international ramifications. U.S. 
involvement had a preventive character, 
to keep Germany, a strong competitor, 
from becoming too powerful.· Having· 
attained this objective, the U.S. with-. 
drew from the European fray. It re-· 
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fused to join the League, primarily a 
European institution. Having in the 
course of the war become the main 
political and financial center· of the 
world, Wall Street decided to consoli
date its gains elsewhere and by different 
means. 

World War II was no European 
squabble. It started ,there but it de
cided nothing less than world hegemony, 
placing the scepter of global overlord
ship in the grasping hands of the U.S. 
monopolists. Their most dangerous im
perialist rival, Germany, is still out of 
the running. Thirteen years after the 
cessation of hostilities, it ishoperessly 
split into two opposite fragments, with 
no prospect of unification or even witb
drawal of foreign occupation troops. 
Versailles appears mild in retrospect. 
One wonders what Lenin would have 
said of such a "peace!" 

Of the remaining contenders, Britain 
plays a poor second fiddle, having given 
up all thought of contesting U.S. su
periority. As Suez testified, any show 
of resistance quickly turns into abject 
capitulation. The 0 the r lesser im
perialists are out of the contest, still 
supplicating the U.S. for handouts. 

Just as after World War I the League 
of Nations was the expression of British 
and French domination over Balkanized 
Europe, the UN to this day is what it 
has been from the beginning. It is a 
means for the exercise of world su
.premacy by U.S .. capital. More specif
ically it is an instrumentality of the 
U.S. State Department, with Britain and 
France as junior partners. 

In the State Department Bulletin of 
May 26, 1958, Wallace Irwin, Jr., Direc
tor of Public Services of th~ U.S. mis
sion at the UN, showed his awareness 
of this reality: "How should the Unit
ed States fit into the community of 
sovereign nations? ... What form should 
our leadership take? ... Whatever the 
humane [I] and statesmanlike [!] ac
complishments of the colonial era - and 
they are many [!] - this option is sim
ply not open to us . . . The alternative 
which is most natural to us is that 
which our own American leadership 
since World War II has done so much 
to create and develop: the United Na
tions system. In this system great 
powers are .looked to for leadership
none more than America . . .!' 

Irwin's' meaning is clear: The U.S. 
cannot rule the. world in· the \ manner 
of the old-fashioned colonial empires. 
It has to cloak what it does under a 
supposedly supra-national agency like 
the UN. 

In the pursuit of their interests in 
and· through the UN, the American 
monopolists are motivated not by the 
"four essential human freedoms," or 
"the sovereign equality of nations," or 
"to save succeeding generations . from 
the scourge of war." U.S. Big Business 
acts in accordance with its material 
goals and not in accordance with pious 
"eternal" moral precepts. The latter are 
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for documents and declarations designed 
to trap the unwary and the gullible. 

Stalin's Partieipatlon 
Didn't Change It 

The presence of the USSR as one of 
the UN's founders and members does 
not change its basic character as an 
imperialist agency. This is shown by 
the role played by the Kremlin. Stalin 
did everything in his power to per
petuate the wartime bloc with Wall 
Street and the City, faithfully fulfill
ing his side of the disreputable bar
gains made at Teheran, Yalta and Pots
dam. 

The masses of Western Europe flocked 
into the Communist parties during the 
immediate postwar period. Instead of 
orienting towards a workers' and farm
ers' government, the Communist lead
ers, on orders from Stalin, joined hands 
with the counter-revolutionary bour
geoisie. They entered capitalist coali
tion governments, the better to support 

. them; Thorez climbing in with De Gaul
le, Togliatti with Bonomi, while Mao 
strove valiantly for a coalition with 
Chiang Kai-shek. As loyal cultists of 
Stalin and the deal he had made, the 
Communist party leaders thwarted the 
socialist aspirations of the masses, 
helped disarm the workers in France, 
Italy, Belgium and Greece and delayed 
the Chinese Revolution. 

No sooner did the imperialists feel 
that capitalism was safe in Western 
Europe than they cancelled all previous 
agreements. The Communist party lead
ers were unceremoniously kicked out of 
the French and Italian cabinets. The 
Marshall Plan and the '['ruman Doctrine, 
the system of intercontinental military 
pacts, the threat of military assault 
coupled with economic blockade, came 
into being. 

Having acquired world supremacy, 
U.S. Big Business decided it had been 
cheated of its full birthright. One-third 
of the globe was closed to capitalist 
exploitation. The incompatibility of the 
conflicting social systems, grudgingly 
endured during the wartime bloc, 
erupted. Driven by the relentless laws 
of capitalist economy, the U.S. rulers 
set a basic course toward war with the 
Soviet Union and all non-capitalist 
countries. Under these circumstances, 
the UN functioned primarily as a me
dium for carrying on the preliminary 
or "cold" stage of the war. 

How well the UN serves as an im
perialist agency, despite the participa
tion of the Kremlin; or, better, through 
the aid of the Kremlin, is indicated by 
the opinion of W9shington's spokesmen. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, U.S. representative 
at the UN, in a speech at Louisville, 
Kentucky, on January 17, 1958, told 
precisely how the UN served U.S. in
terests during its first twelve years. 

"Bringing about the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops from Iran . . . Ending 
the Communist aggression by civil war 

against Greece. Above all, giving ma
terial and moral backing to the United 
States and the Republic of Korea in 
stopping Red aggression in Korea . . . 
focusing world opinion on Red China 
in 1955 so effectively that it resulted in 
the release of our fifteen American 
fliers; and in exposing and frustrating 
Communist designs in places as far 
apart as Guatemala and Formosa ... 
Finally, 35 times in the past four years, 
we led the United Nations in the rejec
tion of the attempt to seat Communist 
China. Thus, in its first decade the 
United Nations ... proved its effective
ness again and again and even secured 
some gain against the supposedly im
movable empire of world Communism.H 

Lodge further assured his audience that 
"in the twelve years of the United Na
tions existence ... the United States 
had never been defeated there on any 
vital question." 

On January 13, 1958, President Eisen
hower, in submitting a report to Con
gress, pointed to the value of the UN 
in 1956-57 when it passed "massive 
votes to mobilize opinion against the 
Soviet Union's blatant disregard of its 
obligations under the Charter ... [and 
against] Soviet imperialism [in Hun
gary]." 

Such testimony on the value of the 
UN in promoting Washington's policies 
is, as Lodge indicated, well substan
tiated by the record. The outstanding 
example is Korea. In the Saturday Eve
ning Post of February 15, 1958, Demaree 
Bess observed that "actually, U.S. sol
diers started fighting in Korea before 
the UN could possibly make a decisive 
move. But in order to insure maximum 
support in this conflict, moral and 
otherwise, the American government 
moved swiftly to make it appear that 
the UN had initiated ... [what] Wash
ington already had begun." 

The UN covered the counter-revolu
tionary intervention in the Korean civil 
war with its banner. No wonder the 
U.S. 'imperialists applaud and support 
the UN! 

Does the UN Do Some Good? 

Like the League, the UN has settled 
some disputes. In these cases, the basic 
interests of the dominant powers were 
not much involved, as in Trieste; or the 
interests of a lesser power were sacri
ficed as in the matter of Indonesian' 
independence from the Netherlands; or 
the Soviet Union retreated, as in Iran 
in 1946 or in Greece in 194&-47. 

Whenever they feel that pursuit of 
their policies is likely to be impeded 
by UN debate or action the imperialists 
simply bypass it. The Anglo-French
Israeli invasion of Suez and the Anglo
American intervention in Lebanon and 
Jordan fall into this category. In the 
Suez crisis, the U.S. monopolists used 
the UN to prevail upon their junior 
partners to call off an ill-starred adven
ture. In the Lebanon-J ordan muddle, 
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they finally retreated in face of the 
forces of the Arab revolution, with
drawing their troops on the assurance 
of Nasser that he would allow Hussein 
to remain on the throne in Jordan. 

The imperialists conceive the eco
nomic, social and cultural welfare work 
of the UN as little more than overhead 
for gOOod public relations. Moreover, 
costs are kept down. The U.S., for in
stance, contributed only $15.5 million in 
1958. It spends ten times as much on 
its own technical assistance programs 
and 200 times as much on military as
sistance - the "collective security ar
rangements" on which John Foster 
Dulles devotes such loving care. The 
entire UN budget in 1958 amounted to 
only $55 million, hardly the cost of two 
modern bombers, or one-fortieth the 
New York City budget. The U.S. is com
mitted to underwriting one-third of the 
costs; the Soviet Union, the second
largest donor, one-sixth. 

To operate so economically, the UN 
was forced to cut down on "frills." In 
1951, 400,000 World War II refugees 
were left without provisions when the 
International Refugee Organization was 
discontinued. At the end of 1955, 120,000 
such refugees were still living in official 
and unofficial camps. TOo this were later 
added 8,000 Hungarians who fled to 
Austria 'after the 1956 uprising. The to
tal number of unsettled refugees in 
Europe is estimated at 1,000,000. Some 
900,000 Arab refugees from Palestine 
are maintained by the UN at barest 
subsistence levels. The imperialists ob
viously care little for social welfare 
work. In fact, rather than outright 
grants the U.S. specifies exactly how the 
money it contributes to UN economic 
and social projects is to be spent. 

New Look Colonialism 

Cutting through the cold war, power
ful new forces have entered the his
torical arena, as Chiang Kai-shek and 
his imperialist backers found out. Per
haps the most dynamic factor of the 
postwar world situation has been the 
continuous advance of the colonial 
masses, embracing in their movement 
three-quarters of the earth's population. 

The Western powers had to retreat 
before the rising tide. With teeth-grind
ing, they embarked upon a new "en
lightened" colonial policy, designed to 
salvage as much as possible. As usual, 
Britain proved most supple in applying 
the new technique. It loosened the de
gree of direct political rule of the colo
nial countries, allowing them self-gov
ernment and even independence, but 
kept them within the Empire by offer
ing the native bourgeoisie a partnership 
in the exploitation of their peoples. 

U.S. Big Business supports the new 
colonial policy for more than one rea
son. It tends to check the colonial up
surge, at least temporarily, and also 
allows U.S. capital to penetrate the for
mer colonies Oof the lesser imperialists 
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much more easily. In most areas, formal 
"independence" has signified merely a 
change of econOomic masters. Whenever 
the monopolists f~el that the colonial 
capitalists go too far in their demands, 
or that the unrest Oof the masses is get
ting out Oof hand or when the colony 
Ooccupies a strategic POositiOon, then they 
resort to repressions or military inter
vention. 

The U.S., for instance, intervened in 
Lebanon in reaction tOo the Iraqi upris
ing. But when the new Iraqi regime 
guaranteed imperialist oil interests; i.e., 
when it turned out that representatives 
of the colonial bourgeOoisie were still jn 
contrOoI, the. State Department quickly 
extended diplomatic recognition in sp~te 
of Ambassador Lodge's previous im
passiOoned speeches at the UN about the 
Iraqi "assassins." 

Addressing the UN emergency ses
sion last August, President Eisenhower 
lectured the delegates Oon hOoW the quest 
for more bargaining rights with Western 
interests will be tolerated only if it is 
"Oorderly," "lawful," and "peaceful" -
Ootherwise, the U.S. marines! 

The Nation of August 30 queried 
Secretary Dulles and the President as 
to how they "prOoPose tOo pursue this 
pleasant way of achieving change." 
Neither the State Department nor the 
White House replied to the editors of 
the Nation. But it is clear enough that 
the UN figures prominently in U.S. 
plans as a means of keeping the colo
nial revolution tied dOown to imperialist 
"law and Oorder." As Wallace Irwin Jr. 
observes: "We have tOo see that the ex
plOosive political fOorces Oof our time are 
directed in tOo peaceful, constructive 
~hannels. In that effOort, the United Na
tions is a real asset." 

A surprising number of colonies are 
now formally independent and have be
come members of the UN.* From its 
Ooriginal membership of 51 in 1945, the 
UN has expanded to 81, an increase of 
over 50 per cent. The newly independent 
countries Oof Asia and Africa constitute 
the core of the so-called "neutralist" 
bloc at the UN. In a muted and distorted 
form, the representatives of the colonial 
capitalists voice the aspirations of their 
peoples for a better life. Or, more COor
rectly, they use the threat of the rising 
revolution to gain concessions for them
selves from the imperialist overlords. 

The colOonial capitalists and their 
spokesmen, such as Nasser, are adept at 
maneuvering between the Soviet Union 
and the U.S., and between the native 
masses and foreign capital. But as a 
possessing class, their interests are dia
metrically opposed to those of their own 
peasants and workers. They may walk 
the tight rope between revolution and 

• Great Britain released Burma, Ceylon, 
Egypt (now with Syria the United Arab Re
public), Ghana,' India, Iran, Jordan, Libya, Ma
laya, Pakistan, the Sudan. France released Cam
bodia, Laos, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tuniaia, 
and recently Guinea. The Netherlands released 
most of Indonesia. The United States released 
the Philippines. 

cOounter-revolution for a while. In the 
end, having tOo choose, on the one hand, 
between their own insurgent popula
tions pressing toward real independence 
and socialism and, on the other, their 
senior partners in exploitation, the 
colonial capitalists side with the im
perialists. 

At Home 
in a Thieves' Kitchen 

The behavior of the Soviet govern
ment at the UN merits close scrutiny. 
The Soviet attitude towards such or
ganizatiOons has not always been uni
form. Lenin and Stalin approached this 
question in opposite ways. 

The Bolshevik government under Le
nin opposed the League of Nations, 
branding it as a thieves' kitchen, a piece 
Oof fakery, a deception and a lie from 
beginning to end. Lenin considered it a 
pacifist illusion tOo place confidence in 
the League of Nations, collective security 
arrangements, courts of arbitration, dis
armament talks to ensure peace. Reac
tionary utOopias and outright frauds 
aimed at distracting the working class 
of the world from the task of disarm
ing their own exploiters - this was the 
kind of language he used. 

After Lenin's death and the defeat of 
the Left Opposition led by Leon TrOotsky, 
all that changed. The bureaucracy that 
had grown up during the early twenties 
usurped state power under the leader
ship of Stalin's faction. The extension 
of the socialist revolution was trans
formed into its opposite -=-- defense of 
the status quo and quest for a non
aggression pact; Under Stalin and hiS' 
present-day successors, advocacy of 
pacifist hallucinations, scorned under 
Lenin, became a main theme of Soviet 
foreign policy. 

Stalin hailed the admission of the 
SOoviet Union to the League of Nations 
in 1934, during the period of the Fran
co-Russian pact, as a triumph for so
cialism. For the next five years, until 
the USSR was expelled in 1939 when tpe 
SOoviet-Finnish war broke out, the 
Kremlin attempted faithfully to fulfill 
its obligations under the Covenant of 
the League, an endeavor that exacted 
crucial and totally unnecessary conces';" 
sions on its part during the Italo
Abyssinian war. 

After the collapse of the Stalin-Hitler 
pact, the Kremlin trumpeted the Allied 
imperialists as true friends of the Soviet 
Union and as "peace-loving" and 
"democratic." Communist party leaders 
joined the imperialist propagandists in 
assuring the workers of the West that 
the main enemy was not their own ex
ploiters at home but the Nazi dictator 
in Germany. In accordance with this 
line, the American Communist party 
under Earl Browder advocated the no
strike pledge, the wage freeze and un
conditional support of Wall Street's war 
effort. The Kremlin clique vied with 
the Western imperialists in assuring the 
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peoples of the world that the Grand 
Alliance would endure indefinitely and 
that with the crushing of the Axis 
powers lasting peace would be ensured. 

In September 1945 Stalin solemnly 
proclaimed that "how we can'say that 
the conditions necessary for the peace of 
the world have already been won .'. . 
The long-awaited peace for the nations 
of the whole world has come." Today 
Stalin's heirs assure us that if only the 
UN were freed from reactionary in
fluences, it could become the guardian 
of world tranquillity. 

Soviet officials now count upon the 
semi-colonial bourgeoisie to influence 
the U.S. to turn from its course toward 
World War III. This policy repeats the 
error of ascribing a "peace-loving" char
acter to .the allies of World War II. This 
time, the Kremlin chiefs idealize and 
misjudge these subordinate sections of 
the capitalist class. To attempt to trans·
form the UN into an effective peace in
strument against ,the U.S. war drive by 
means of the bourgeoisie rising in the 
colonial world is to ask the impossible. 
These bourgeois representatives are not 
seeking to change the UN but to use it 
in their own interests; that is, to gain 
greater elbow room between the Soviet 
bloc and the imperialist powers and 
between the colonial masses and the 
foreign monopolists. This may give the 
imperialist representatives a few ~eep
less nights when it comes to rounding 
up "massive" propaganda votes at the 
powerless UN Assembly, but that is 
about all. There is little danger of the 
UN slipping from their grip and turning 
into a genuine instrument of peace. 

The Soviet bureaucracy, in accord
ance with the mission it has assigned to 
the UN representatives of the colonial 
bourgeoisie, instructs the Com.munist 
parties to give them political support. 
Allegedly to advance the cause of peace, 
colonial workers are asked to sub
ordinate their struggle for socialism to 
the Kremlin's need to maneuver between 
the various national sections of the 
capitalist class. 

Understandably the Soviet Union must 
utilize the antagonisms between the 
various capitalist countries in order to 
help safeguard its existence. There can 
be no question of that. Under Lenin, 
however, any blocs or treaties with 
bourgeois governments were subor
dinated to the paramount need of ex
tending the socialist revolution. No 
Communist was asked to support a 
capitalist party or government or to 
soft-pedal the class struggle because of 
a potential or actual deal or bloc with 
any sections of the capitalists. 

As a sovereign power, any workers 
state has to engage in diplomatic rela
tions with capitalist powers. It has the 
right, therefore, to send its represen
tatives to such organizations as the 
United Nations. But it does not have 
the right to participate in sowing illu
sions about it. Either through its diplo-
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mats, or other channels, it must speak 
the truth. 

On occasion, when it accords with the 
needs' of Kremlin foreign policy (as in 
the case of the Middle East), the Soviet 
representatives employ the UN as an 
effective forum. But these actions are 
isolated and opportunistic, not part of 
a consistent and principled policy. The 
UN could be utilized - not as a "gen
uine guardian of world peace" - but as 
a very useful loudspeaker for exposing 
imperialist aims and machinations. 

The refusal of the UN to admit the 
People's Republic of China shows that 
the concern of this "peace" organization 
for the "sovereign equality of nations" 
and "the right of peoples to choose the 
form of the government under which 
they live" extends only as far as Wash
ington permits. Under present conditions 
China's admission to the UN would help 
break down the U.S. boycott of the 
Chinese mainland and further weaken 
Chiang's pqsition on Taiwan. It would 
also increase the diplomatic weight of 
the anti-capitalist bloc in world politics. 

Recognition of the People's Republic 
of China by all countries, including the 
U.S., which revolutionary socialists de
mand, includes acknowledg.ment of the 
sovereign right of the Chinese govern
ment to decide for itself whether or not 
it wants to join the United Nations in 
pursuing its diplomatic interests. But the 
UN cannot be made into a guarantor of 
peace, even if Chiang Kai-shek's puppet 
regime were expelled and revolutionary 
China admitted. 

Status Quo Can't Be Kepi 

The agreement of 1945 to preserve the 
status quo that emerged from World 
War II could not be maintained. On one 
hand, the imperialists and the Soviet 
'bureaucracy want to preserve the ex
isting state of affairs in their own baili
wicks. On the other hand, the two 
clashing systems continually disrupt the 
status quo. 

The U.S. monopolists, all for upsetting 
things in the non-capitalist world, con
verted the UN into an instrument of the 
cold war and a means for braking the 

ft~lO~~~~:J:;s~~g~;!~nK~~~l~a:I~~i!~ 
of imperialism, finds itself forced to 
upset the status quo, at least to some 
extent, by giving' recognition and even 
support to colonial revolutionary move
ments. 

The imperialists and the Soviet 
bureaucrats, it is true, have a common 
interest in maintaining the status quo 
against the revolutionary trend of the 
broad masses on an international scale. 
Neither favors the independent entrance 
of revolutionary masses into the arena, 
especially the home arena. But the 
revolution is stronger than the attempt
ed channelizations and limitations put 
upon it by the parasitic Soviet bureau
cracy and the outlived capitalist class, 
and it continually disrupts all efforts to 
maintain the status quo. The workers of 

the West continue to, struggle against 
capitalism. The colonial peoples press 
their dynamic battle against imperialism. 
The Soviet bloc workers persist in fight
ing for their democratic and economic 
rights, sometimes with tremendous 
forces as we saw in East Germany, 
Poland and Hungary. The UN cannot 
resolve these conflicts and antagonisms. 
It can only hide the machinations of 
the rulers of the world behind a pacifist 
screen. 

The uninterrupted build up of arma-" 
ments by the major powers since' the 
end of World War II, furnishes the most 
substantial proof of the inefficacy and 
illusory nature of UN peace-making 
capabilities. Without the slightest inter
ruption .or modification, over ten per 
cent of the gross national product of 
the imperialist nations continues to be 

, spent in the race for operational super
weapons. During the last decade or so, 
Soviet and U.S. delegates have held 
more than 350 meetings on disarmament 
at all levels. What has been achieved? 
Nothing. The imperialists sit down not 
to disarm themselves but to strip their 
opponents, making only those proposals 
known to be unacceptable to their op
posite conferees. If by a hapless mis
calculation, the protagonist accepts, the 
prop2,sitions are quickly amended, 
changed and made unacceptable again. 

The question of peace is a class ques
tion. The UN, no matter how ardently 
supported, can never stay the hand of 
the warmakers. The decision, war or 
peace, is an attribute of state power. 
As long as monopoly capital rUles, no 
peace petitions will prevent war. 

Neither the interimperialist rivalries 
nor the altercations between the junior 
and senior partners of the new colonial
ism will abolish capitalist property 
relations or national states or the con
flict between' two antagonistic social 
systems - the contemporary sources of 
war. Man's past attempts to circumvent 
internecine bloodshed have been sin
gularly unsuccessful. From the peace
pipe ceremonies of primitive peoples to 
the Amphictyonic Leagues and Councils 
of Greece, from the Union of Fourteen 
States of the Middle Kingdom of An
cient China to the "grand dessein" of 
Henry IV ;of France, from the Holy 
Alliance to the League of Nations, the 
pages of history have recorded the 
failure of conventions to outlaw war. 
In the past, the arbitrament of the 
sword has always remained the last 
recourse in settling conflicting interests 
of tribal communities, of city states 
based on slavery, of feudal principalities, 
and of capitalist nations. 

As long as class society continues to 
exist, war is inevitable. Humanity has 
sought peace since the dawn of history. 
But permanent peace can come only 
with the disappearance of all national 
and class oppression. That is why the 
real .road to permanent peace is the 
revolutionary struggle for world so
cialism. 
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How the Miners Won 

The miners in World War II faced a powerful combination 
that included the owners. union bureaucrats. leaders of the 
Communist Party. the government. Yet they managed to win 

T HIS national strike of the soft-coal 
miners [May 1-4, 1943] was not 

only the largest coal strike this country 
had seen up to the time. It was the 
largest single strike of any kind the 
land had ever known. It was carried 
out with a dispatch, discipline and sin
gle-minded determination that had nev
er been surpassed in the American la
bor movement. 

The big business press did surpass 
itself in the volume of vituperation, 
slanders and threats hurled at the min
ers and Lewis. Lewis was linked with 
Hitler in newsreels, on the radio, in 
countless newspaper cartoons. Union 
leaders who could not reach up to the 
top of Lewis's shoes joined the chorus 
of anti-labor forces who were scream
ing for nothing less than the destruc
tion of the miners' union under guise of 
aiding the war for "democracy." UA W 
President R. J. Thomas said the miners' 
walkout was "a political strike against 
the President." 

Roosevel t himself on May 1 ordered 
government "seizure" of the struck coal 
mines and their operation under Solid 
Fuels Administrator Harold L. Ickes. 
Ickes "seized" the mines by promptly 
ordering the American flag to be flown 
over . all mine properties and directing 
all mine owners and managers to run 
the mines as government agents in the 
name of the government - all profits to 
continue as usual. Ickes then declared 
the miners were working "for the Gov
ernment" and ordered them back to 
work. 

The miners didn't budge. They waited 
for the decision of the union. On Sun
day night, May 2, Roosevelt was sched
uled for a nationwide radio address to 
the miners. Just before the President's 

This is, a chapter from Labor's Giant Step, 
a history of the CIO, which Art Preis, for many 
years labor editor of the Militant, is now com
pleting. 
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broadcast, Lewis called a press confer
ence. and announced that starting Tues
day morning, May 4, another fifteen
day truce would be observed to give 
the government time to show whether 
it would make a just settlement with 
the miners. Right after the radio net
works had flashed this news, Roosevelt, 
speaking in a savage tone, attacked 
Lewis and the miners, claiming that 
the strike involved "a gamble with the 
lives of American soldiers and sail
ors ... " This was a baseless accusa
tion. At no time during that strike and 
the three subsequent ones was there 
less than a full month's supply of coal 
aboveground, as the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines records show. 

This writer was an eyewitness to the 
response of the miners after Roosevelt's 
diatribe. I toured the Western Pennsyl
vania mining area near Pittsburgh and 
wrote on May 3 for the May 8 Militant: 

"The hope of the mine operators and 
every other boss in the country that 
President Roosevelt's speech last night 
would send the coal miners scurrying 
back to the pits this morning in a 
demoralized rout has been completely 
smashed. 

"Sticking by their guns in a magnif
icent display of union discipline and 
solidarity, and in the face of an un
paralleled barrage of government threat 
and intimidation, the miners throughout 
this key 'soft" coal area today held hun
dreds of local meetings and in an organ
ized, deliberate fashion voted to return 
to work tomorrow pending the outcome 
of the 15-day mine truce announced by 
United Mine Workers President John L. 
Lewis." 

It must be noted that the Militant's 
was the only significant press voice, in 
or out of the labor movement, that 
spoke unconditionally in defense of the 
mine strike. 

The wartime miners' strikes became 
the touchstone by which to judge the 
real .loyalty of every union leader and 

working-class group toward the Amer
ican workers. It revealed great masses 
of CIO workers in strong sympathy with 
the coal miners. But the whole top layer 
of the CIO bureaucracy opposed the 
miners in fear lest a UMW victory might 
force them to take more vigorous ac
tion against the wage freeze, in defense 
of their members, and thereby come in 
conflict with Roosevelt. 

In Detroit on May 2, the day of Roose
velt's radio call to the miners, a thousand 
delegates representing 350,000 members 
of the United Auto Workers in Michigan 
overrode their national officers and 
adopted by overwhelming vote a resolu
tion to support not only the UMW's 
demands but the miners' strike. The 
UAW national leaders, including Presi
dent Thomas and Vice-President Walter 
Reuther, introduced and backed a mi
nority resolution opposing the strike. 
Thomas, Reuther and the Stalinist del
egates spoke against Lewis and the 
strike. But the delegates would not be 
swayed. Only a half dozen or so, rec
ognized Stalinists, openly voted against 
the majority. resolution to back the coal 
strike. 

An East Coast U A W conference of 
some 1,000 delegates, meeting in New 
York City on May 6, adopted a reso
lution which declared that "the fight 
against John L. Lewis is, not the issue 
in this case" and that "it is evident that 
the miners' fight, involving as it does 
the struggle against lowering the living 
standards, is actually the fight of ev
ery working man and woman in Amer
ica ... " 

An outpouring of similar resolutions 
from hundreds of local CIO unions in 
auto, rubber, steel, etc., and of thou
sands of individual messages of encour
agement from CIO members revealed 
the true sentiments of the industrial 
workers toward the miners' battle. 

The government-employer "b lit z" 
against the miners was designed to 
arouse a veritable lynch spirit against 



the UMW leaders, Lewis especially. 
Here is a sample from the May 10 Time 
magazine: 

"In Orlando, Fla., an Army flying 
ace with 13 Jap planes to his credit, 
Col. Robert L. Scott; former aide to 
Major General Claire L. Chennault in 
China, boiled over in anger: 'I know I 
could do one service - this service 
would be the destruction with six fifty
caliber machine guns on an American 
fighter plane of John L. Lewis ... '" 

These bloodthirsty threats, purporting 
to represent the views of the men in the 
armed forces, were directed not only at 
Lewis. The press prominently featured 
such morsels as: "I'd just as soon shoot 
one of those strikers as Japs." 

Buried under this landslide of violent 
threats and abuse was the fact that 
the miners ,eve~ year, in peacetime and 
war, suffered a igher rate of casualties 
in proportion to their number than the 
U.S. armed forces during World War 
II. Every day, every hour, every second 
down in the pits the miners faced the 
cruelest forms of death and injury as 
a matter of course, as part of the routine 
of their livelihood. If Roosevelt had 
been so anxious about the effect of the 
mine strike on the war, if the war had 
been his overriding consideration, then 
he would have granted the miners their 
meager and just demands. The operators 
had already been" granted a price in
crease more than covering any possible 
added cost of' wage increases sought. 
The truth is that Roosevelt was using 
the war as a, pretext for a campaign to 
crush both Lewis and, the miners' union. 

This union-busting campaign whose 
suc~ess could have opened the way for 
a savage offensive against the whole la
bor movement and particularly the in
dustrial unions received encouragement 
from those who should have been re
sisting the attack most fiercely - the 
top leaders of the CIO. During the week 
of May 15, the CIO Executive Board 
met in Cleveland ~nd found no more 
important matters to take up than de
nunciation of Lewis and the mine strike. 
Ex-miner Philip Murray, CIa President, 
claimed the strike was nothing but part 
of Lewis's "political vendetta" against 
"our Commander-in-Chief." 

I T WAS during the first of the series 
of wartime coal-mine strikes that 

the Communist (Stalinist) party re
vealed to what depths of treachery to 
the working class it could really sink 
in order to demonstrate to the U.S. cap
italists how useful the CP could be to 
them if American capitalism would 
make some kind of permanent deal with 
the Kremlin. 

When the American Stalinists shifted 
from their brief Stalin-Hitler pact pe
riod of isolationist and pacifist opposi
tion to the war, they swung all the way 
over to the extreme right of the iabor 
movement. They opposed even the most 
elementary and feeble defense of labor 
and Negro rights as "aid to Hitler." 

They became so flagrant in their be
trayal of the workers that not even 
the Illost conservative, hidebound, pro
war union leaders dared to go along 
with them - at least, not openly. An 
Extraordinary Conference of the top 
CIa leaders in Washington in March 
1942 featured a clash between Murray 
and the Stalinists. The left-liberal New 
York daily PM reported on March 25, 
1942: 

"Murray and CIa left-wingers [Sta
linists] clashed briefly for the first time 
since the Nazi-Soviet war began. The 
dispute arose over a speech by Harry 
Bridges, West Coast longshore leader, 
who charged, it is understood, that the 
CIa has not fashioned an adequate war 
program. 

"Bridges is said to have deprecated 
agitation over current anti-labor legis
lation and labor's economic status, de
manding greater emphasis on produc
tion." 

Bridges had spelled 0 u t precisely 
what he meant by' "an adequate war 
program" for the CIa in a speech he 
gave, shortly before the Washington 
conference, to the San Francisco CIa 
Council (subsequently published in La
bor H eTald, organ of the California 
CIO). Bridges said: 

"If we place stress on hours and 
wages so that we interfere with the 
fighting we're slackers and selling out 
our unions and our country ... 

"The majority of the time of officers, 
of g r i e van c e committeemen, of the 
unions as a whole must go to winning 
the war. How? Production. I'd rather 
say speed-up, and I mean speed-up. The 
term production covers the boss, the 
government and so on. But speed-up 
covers the workers - the people who 
suffer from speed-up are the workers. 

"To put it bluntly, I mean your unions 
today m u s t become instruments of 
speed-up of the working people of 
America." 

At the time Bridges was declaring 
that "I mel:i.n speed-up," the Stalinist
controlled leadership of the CIa United 
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers 
demanded that their members increase 
their individual production fifteen per 
cent. They made clear that "this in
crease shall be by the direct additional 
expenditure of energy and effort, over 
and above such increases as will be ef
fected through improved methods or 
techniques instituted by our war pro
duction councils." 

The speed-up urged by the Commu
nist party and its followers in the unions 
was attractively packaged in what the 
CP in early 1943 called the "wage in
centive plan," which it adopted as an 
official plank of its program. This was 
simply the old-fashioned sweat-shop 
piece-work system. The CIa Executive 
Board in February 1943 at a Washing
ton meeting voted down a motion to 
advocate ·this "incentive wage" plan. 

The Michigan state convention of the 

Communist party in March 1943 voted 
to send a letter to the FBI, demanding 
that it "discover and expose" the spon
sors of leaflets, being distributed at war 
plants in the Detroit areas, which de
nounced the Stalinist "incentive pay" 
plan as a return to the notorious "Be
daux piece-work system." Michigan CP 
state secretary Pat Toohey wrote that 
"the leaflet is actually an attack on 
the wage incentive plan issued by the 
War Labor Board ... " Before FBI 
Chief J. Edgar Hoover even got this 
letter, UA W Ford Local 600 President 
Paul Ste. Marie issued a statement say
ing that he took responsibility for the 
leaflet and he again denounced the Sta
linists for trying "to bring back the 
stretchout and speedup which the UAW 
has eliminated from m 0 s t organized 
plants." 

Subsequently, in March J943, the 
UAW International Executive Board un
animously rejected "incentive pay" and 
the UA W convention in October de
feated it overwhelmingly. 

The May 1-4 national soft-coal strike 
brought the anti-labor, strikebreaking 
activities of the Communist party to a 
peak of ferocity that the vilest capital
ist enemies of the unions did not sur
pass. On April 29, the Daily WOTkeT 
had carried a front-page appeal by CP 
National Chairman William Z. Foster, 
urging the miners not to respond to 
their union's strike call. He ciaimed: "If 
Mr. Lewis ... had given support to 
Roosevelt's seven-point program for 
economic stabilization, the miners and 
other workers would not be finding 
themselves in their present difficult eco
nomic situation." This referred to no
thing but Roosevelt's wage-freezing 
program. 

The May 1 Daily WOTkeT editorialized 
that Lewis's refusal to submit the min
ers' demands to the War Labor Board 
on the grounds that their case had been 
prejudged was "false and demagogic." 
On May 4, the WOTkeT featured a head
line: "Lewis Stirs Up Wave of Anti
Labor Legislation" - a reference to the 
anti-strike bills being rushed through 
Congress under the, prodding of the ad
ministration and the Democrats. After 
the miners returned to work under a 
truce, the WorkeT gloated that the 
"Lewis line'~ of militant mass action in 
defense of the miners had been checked 
and demanded that it be "utterly de
feated." 

This strikebreaking agitation was not 
confined to the columns of the Daily 
WorkeT. The Communist party sent or
ganizers and speakers into the coal 
fields to try to mobilize such scab ele
ments as might be found for a back
to-work movement. Among these Sta
linist mine-field tourists was Lou i s 
Budenz, managing editor of the Daily 
WorkeT. His articles falsely attempted 
to portray widespread wavering among 
the miners. 

On May 2, Foster himself invaded the 
chief coal state, Pennsylvania. He ad-
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dressed a me~ting at the Town Hall in 
Philadelphia where he urged the min
ers to return to the pits and submit to 
what Lewis had called the "headsman's 
axe" of the War Labor Board. A Sta
linist May Day meeting, held in the 
Yankee Stadium in New York City, was 
used' to whip up hatred of Lewis and 
the striking miners. "The boos at the 
mention, of Lewis' name were as loud as 
any expression of displeasure that ever 
came from a Yankee Stadium audience," 
approvingly reported the May 3 Daily 
Worker. The CP ev~n bought radio time 
to spread its strikebreaking propaganda. 
Charles Spencer, CP secretary in the 
Wilkes Barre, Pa., anthracite area, spoke 
over a 'local station on May 2 to tell the 
miners "not to follow Lewis into 8 

treasonable strike." 

, ROOSEVELT'S t h rea t s, the lynch 
cries of the press, CIO President 

Murray's stab-in-the-back attacks, the 
Stalinist strikebreaking attempts - all 
these did not make a dent on the miners. 
For the next six months they were to 
carry on a bitter, tenacious struggle, a 
succession of four national strikes con
ducted with such matchless solidarity 
and discipline that the massive assault 
upon them finally cracked up and broke 
to pieces. 

No sooner had the miners returned 
to work after their first strike in early 
May than Ickes, the administration's 
agent in charge of the "seizure," an
nounced that the miners ,would not 
negotiate with the ostensible new oper
ator of the mines, the government, but 
with the regular owners. Then, they 
would have to submit any agreement to 
the War Labor Board. 

Every effort was made, every man
euver contrived, to force the miners to 
acknowledge the authority of the War 
Labor Board and submit to its decrees. 
On May 17, the UMW policy committee 
announced an extension of the strike 
truce until midnight, May 31, at the 
special request of Ickes. The WLB that 
same day ,denounced Lewis for "defy
ing the lawfully established procedures 
of the Government." The operators si
multaneously announced that the WLB 
had "forbidden" them to resume nego-' 
tiations with the UMW. 

As the date for the new strike dead
line approached, there were plenty of 
indications that the miners' sentiments 
of revolt were shared by wide sectors 
of American workers. In Detroit, some 
30,00Q Chrysler and Dodge auto work
ers struck for four days ending May 
24 in protest against an eleven-month 
accumuiation of grievances, and de
man4s. In Akron, Ohio, some 50,000 
rubber workers struck for five days, 
May 25-29, when the WLB conceded 
only a three-cent increase after a year's 
delay. These strike actions were smoth
ered by the combined efforts of the 
WLB, Army and Navy officials, FBI, 
the raging press and radio and, above 
all, the top union leaders of the CIO 
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United Auto Workers and United Rub
ber Workers. Unlike the miners, the 
auto and rubber workers did not have 
the support of their own leadership and 
this contributed decisively to their de
feat. Indeed, the UA Wand URW leaders 
publicly attacked their striking mem
bers. 

The successful strikebreaking by gov
ernment and union officials in the auto, 
rubber and other strikes during the in
terim of the coal-mine truce further 
embol4ened the operators to sit back 
and wait for the government to smash 
the miners and their union. On May 25, 
the WLB had denied the miners all their 
major demands, making only two minor 
concessions. After the WLB ruling, 
which was based on hearings attended 
only by the operators, a leading oper
ator told the press: "I don't see any 
point in sitting around the table any 
longer." 

The operators began to get the point 
when the truce deadline, May 31, passed. 
On the morning of , June 1, some 530,000 
miners refrained from entering the pits 
"without any special strike call being 
issued and with casual matter of fact
ness," as George Breitman, the Mili
tant's correspondent, wrote from the 
mining area around Pittsburgh. 

Roosevelt thundered at the striking 
miners that they "are employees of the 
Government and have no right to 
strike." Ickes telegraphed the union that 
Lewis "cannot escape responsibility for 
the cessation of work." But Ickes con
ceded that "there are a few powerful 
operators who from the beginning had 
deliberately opposed any compromise 
which might lead to a reasonable set
tlement." This was true - but not the 
whole truth. The Roosevelt administra
tion and Democratic Congress had vir
tually commanded the operators to make 
no concessions. 

What was decisive, however, was the 
attitude of the miners, their belief in 
their rights, tl\eir understanding of their 
organized power and their strategic po
sition in'the economy. George Breitman, 
in a May 26 dispatch from Uniontown, 
Pa., to the Militant, summarized the 
results of his numerous interviews with 
miners in the important UMW Dis-
trict 4,: ' 

"The question I asked was: 'Do you, 
think you will obtain a substantial por
tion of your demands?' And always the 
answer was an unhesitating yes. When 
I asked why, their answer generally 
went like this. 

., 'Because we're the only ones who 
can mine coal and they're not going to 
make us do it unless they give us 
enough wages to do it right and feed 
our families on at least the same stand-, 
ard we had before the war. You know 
you can lead a horse to water but you 
can't make him drink.'" , 

This was the adamant positions of 
the miners as Roosevelt, on June 3, 
threatened to call out the troops unless 
the miners returned to work by June 7 

- and, as Saul Alinsky noted in his bio
graphy of Lewis, the President no long
er referred to "my friends, the miners." 
The miners merely shrugged and re
peated their classic phrase: "You can't 
dig coal with bayonets." Roosevelt, added 
a further threat - miners of draft age 
who did not respond to his "order" 
would be reclassified for military serv
ice. This made no'impact either. 

For the first time, some of the coal 
operators began to question the ability 
of the government to terrorize the min
ers into submission. They also were 
fearful of the principle of government 
"seizure" of their property, even though 
they were aware that in this instance 
it was a farce and strictly a strike
breaking device. 

Lewis had proposed that the miners 
be paid $1.50 a day more as porta)-to
portal travel pay and the operators be
gan what appeared to be some serious 
consideration of this compromise 'pro:" 
posa!. At this point, the WLB ordered 
the negotiations to end until' the min
ers went to work. The Board's labor 
members, CIO included, voted for this 
order. Aware that the operators 'Were 
beginning to weaken, the UMW again 
pulled a truce move. The union's policy 
committee voted a return to work on 
June 7 - but only "up to and including 
June 20" unless a satisfactory agree
ment had been reached. 

The closer the miners moved to 
wresting an acceptable settlement from 
the mine owners, the more desperately 
the government tried to beat the min
ers down. Congress pushed through:the 
first federal anti-strike bill in the coun
try's history, the Smith-Connally War 
Lab9rDisputes Bill, whose major provi
sions had been proposed by Roosevelt 
as early as November 1941., This drastic 
anti-labor measure evoked such protest 
inside labor's ranks that both William 
Green and Philip Murray felt impelled 
to plead for' Roosevelt's veto. 

Green, in militant language rare for 
him, wrote the President: "The workers 
of our country would never become rec
onciled to this legislation. They would 
protest against it and rebel against it 
in the event it would become the law. 
This legislation is fascist in character." 
If timid Green had known how prompt
ly and effectively the workers would 
rebel against the Smith.,Connally act by 
their strike, actions, he might have 
spoken less inciting words. Murray 
wrote Roosevelt that the bill would 
"set aside the Bill of Rights of the 
United States Constitution." 

PRIOR to passage of the anti-stri~e 
bill, demonstratively pushed through 

as a threat to the miners, Lewis and 
the operators had come to ,a verbal 
agreement on $1.30 a day for travel pay 
in the mines. At this point, Ickes an
nounced he was levying a $5 fine on ev
ery miner who had participated in the 
June 1 to 5 strike. This would have re
presented a collective firte of more than 
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$2,500,000. So immediate and violent 
were the miners' reactions that Ickes 
speedily backtracked~. In the face of 
hundreds of meetings of mine locals that 
voted immediate strike action, 'Ickes 
lamely explained he was leaving the, 
eollection of 'fines up to the individual 
,operators -' 1 who promptly said they 
preferred to let by-gones be by-gones. 

The Smith-Connally bill, although not 
yet law, emboldened the WLB members. 
This bill would give the WLB power to 
subpoena union leaders and make it a 
felony for union leaders even to ad
vocate a strike in any government 
~'seized" plant or industry. "On June 18, 
two days before the strike deadline, the 
WLB turned down the agreement on 
$i.30 portal-to-portal pay" reached be
tween the UMW and operators. 

The Board's report claimed that the 
miners were getting sixty-five per cent 
more average weekly take-home pay in 
March 1943 than in January 1941, due 
to the greater average number of hours 
per week worked in 1943. This con
tention was based entirely on data 
furnished by the operators. Besides, 
even if true, it still left the miners earn
ing only $42.97 weekly including more 
than three hours of overtime. The WLB 
majority announced that the portal-to
portal issue must first be handled by the 
Wage and Hours Administrator and 
the courts. But even if these decided 
favorably for the miners the WLB re
served the final decision. 

Despite the fact that the Illinois oper
ators had agreed to '$1.50 and the Penn
sylvania operators to $1.30 portal-to
portal pay daily, the CIa and AFL mem
bers on the WLB voted to grant only 
eighty cents a day for mine travel time. 
AFL Teamsters President Daniel Tobin 
actually hailed the WLB majority's 
den i a I of portal-to-portal pay. The 
Stalinists, as usual, went all the way 
in aiding the administration's and 
WLB's campaign against the miners. 
The June 20 Worker printed a por
tion of CP National Secretary Ear I 
Browder's speech before the National 
Committee of the Communist party, in 
which he said that Lewis headed 
the CP's list of "the main enemies 
at home" and that "our main task 
is to isolate John L. Lewis in Amer
ica and in the labor movement and to 
make him so unpopular that nobody 
will dare have their names associated 
with him." 

The WLB's labor members, including 
the CIa's Van Bittner and John Brophy, 
ex-UMW officials now on Murray's 
payroll, issued a statement that the no
strike pledge "must be carried out to
day as it was the day we made it. And 
further, since this decision has been 
rendered by a majority vote of the 
WLB, it is our position that it becomes 
the decision of the WLB and in, this 
instance the decision of the Govern
ment of the United States." 

Thus, the representatives of the CIa 
and AFL songht to reinforce the posi-
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tion of the Board against the miners. 
These bureaucrats, who never consulted 
their own ranks on any issues great or 
small, bowed to "majority rule" in the 
case of a hand-picked government 
board, each and everyone of whose 
employer and "public" members had 
demonstrated public hostility to the 
miners and their union. 

On June 19, the miners began to walk 
out. 58,000 of them beat the deadline. 
The next day all bituminous and an
thracite miners in the country stayed 
away from the mines. This writer 
reported the strike for the Militant. I 
noted the difference between the frenzy 
in Washington and the newspaper head
lines and the quiet, orderly conduct of 
the strike itself: 

"PITTSBURGH, June 21 - Today has 
been like a peaceful Sunday in the 
scores of coal mining towns in this area. 
It has been hard to realize that in these 
quiet communities, set amidst sunny, 
rolling countryside marred only by the 
inevitable tipples and ugly slag heaps, 
one of the greatest and grimmest strug
gles in American labor history is in 
progress.' 

"There was no outward sign of con
flict as the third nationwide wartime 
coal strike paralyzed the hundreds of 
mines in this vital Western Pennsyl
vania region. The mine workers just 
remained at home - to a man. There 
were no pickets. None were needed. 
Early this morning at a few key pits 
sleepy -eyed cameramen and reporters 
lounged around the collieries. They 
looked dejected and lonely waiting in 
vain for even one scab whose picture 
might be plastered over the front pages 
as a 'back-to-work' movement. 

"Those whose ears have become ac
customed to the daily noise and clatter 
around the mine works notice the silence. 
A big, burly miner with whom I was 
walking down the road in Library, Pa., 
site of one of the biggest mines of Mel
lon's Pittsburgh Coal Co., stopped once 
and cocked his ear over to one side. 
A smile both sly and wistful crossed his 
face. 'At last we can hear the birds 
sing.' 

"All the tumult and shouting of, this 
tremendous struggle are confined to the 
columns of the capitalist press, the halls 
of Congress, the corridors of federal 
buildings, and the hysterical strike
breaking Stalinist sheets and meetings. 
Here in the mining towns the calm and 
quiet are a sign of and a tribute to the 
unsurpassed solidarity and confident de
~ermination of every worker who goes 
down into the pits." 

Two days after the strike officially 
started Lewis once more announced a 
truce - this time until October 31 -
and instructed the miners to return to 
work. A UMW Policy Committee state
ment said: "This arrangement is pred
icated upon operation of the mines ... 

by the United States government and 
will automatically terminate if govern
ment control is vacated prior to the 
above-mentioned date." 

This announcement came just a few 
hours after the WLB had urged Roose
velt to employ "all powers of the gov
ernment necessary" to put the Board's 
decision on the miners' case into effect. 
Roosevelt, in turn, issued a hysterical 
attack on the miners after they had al
ready started to return to work follow
ing the latest UMW Policy Committee 
directions. He threatened to force the 
miners to work as military conscripts 
and stated he had initiated measures "to 
set up the machinery" to draft strikers 
into the armed forces and compel them 
to mine coal under military orders, sub
ject to courts-martial for refusal. 

Nothing could have been more calcu
lated to infuriate the miners. It is esti
mated that forty per cent of the miners 
continued their strike for from four to 
six days after Lewis had asked them to 
return to work because of their indig
nation at Roosevelt's threats and at the 
enactment into law of the Smith-Con
nally Act on June 25. 

Roosevelt's threats to force the miners 
to work under military regulations, as 
one UMW official in Pittsburgh told this 
writer (The MHitant, July 3, 1943), was 
like "throwing gasoline on a hot fire." 
This same report described a meeting Qf 
UMW Local 73, at Library, Pa., thedi:ty 
after the third truce was announced, and 
the bitterness of the workers at Roose
velt's labor conscription law threat. One 
old mining veteran said: 

"Going into a mine is no easy thing. 
Every time you go in, you never know 
if you're coming out. If they want to 
pass such a law on us men, let 'em pass 
it. We've worked in these mines and 
risked our lives and damned near 
at times had to eat grass and frozen 
apples to stay alive. But we're still liv
ing and we're still fighting." 

The bulk of the Western Pennsylvania 
miners voted not to return to work until 
June 28, six 'days after Roosevelt's 
threat. It was a deliberate demonstra
tion of defiance and contempt from men 
who had voted for Roosevelt in '32 and 
'36 and even in '40, after Lewis him
self had broken with him. 

On June 25, Roosevelt vetoed the 
Smith-Connally bill, but it was enacted 
over his veto within two hours by a 
Democratic Congress. Among other 
things, this bill made it a crime pun
ishable by one year imprisonment and 
$5,000 fine to "coerce, instigate, induce, 
conspire with or encourage any person 
to interfere by lockout, strike, slow
down or other interruption with the 
operations of plants in possession of the 
government." The bill authorized the 
"seizure" of plants for strikebreaking 
purposes, required prior notice and a 
thirty-day "cooling-off period" before 
all strikes and a 'provision for govern
ment-supervised strike votes. 
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BOTH Philip Murray and William 
Green, overlooking the fact of 

Roosevelt's incitation and the role of his 
political colleagues in Congress, has
tened to write messages of effusive 
thanks to Roosevelt for his veto and, 
as Murray put it, "to assUre you that 
our organizations will maintain their 
no-strike pledge." 

So eager were these union leaders to 
represent Roosevelt's action as a sign 
of his "pro-labor" attitude, that they 
overlooked the real point of his veto 
message - he had openly stated the bill 
wasn't tough enough to suit him. He 
thought it had loopholes which still 
opened the way for strikes. In his veto 
message to Congress, he said he ap
proved of seven of the bill's nine points 
- including those that provided for 
government plant "seizures" to break 
strikes, a ban on strikes in "seized" 
industries, jail for strikers and strike 
"inducers," fines on unions and im
pounding of union treasuries. "If the 
.bill were limited to these seven meas
ures," said Roosevelt, "I would sign it." 

He objected only to the provisions 
that would permit strikes after a dec
laration of intention, a special vote and 
"cooling off." These, he said, were in
effective anti-strike provisions or "ir
relevant." He also objected to the fact 
that his own special proposal - to place 
all workers between the ages of eight
een and sixty-five under the provisions 
of a labor draft law, a labor conscrip
tion act -" was excluded from the 
Smith-Connally Act. 

We can get some idea of the reaction 
to the Smith-Connally Act in the CIO 
ranks from the debate and decisions of 
the 1,800 delegates to the Michigan State 
CIO convention in Detroit a few days 
after the anti-strike law was passed. 
These delegates, representing 700,000 
industrial unionists, adopted by a two
to-one majority a resolution "recom
mending to all of the affiliated unions 
and to the CIO that unless assurances 
that were made to labor are immediate
ly and effectively . put into operation, 
we consider our 'no-strike' pledge no 
longer binding ... " 

This resolution was bitterly opposed 
by CIO National Organization Director 
Allan S. Haywood, representing Murray; 
John Brophy, head of the Industrial 
Union Councils Department of the CIO; 
UAW President R. J. Thomas; Michigan 
State CIO President August Scholle and 
all the Stalinist delegates. The Stalin
ists sought a reconsideration of the res
olu tions and on the fourth and final day 
of the convention they put on a dem
onstration of their personal affirma
tion of the no-strike pledge regardless 
of any convention decision. As individ
uals and groups they took the floor and 
repeated parrot-like the phrase that 
they would "follow Brother Philip Mur
ray ,in the no-strike pledge which he 
gave to our Commander-in-Chief." 

An additional response of the conven-
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tion to the anti-strike law was the adop
tion of a resolution which, while still 
favoring support of Roosevelt, said this 
"can best be served by an independent 
labor party." This resolution proposed 
a referendum vote by affiliated unions 
on whether or not they "favored set
ting up an independent labor party." 
The vote for this resolution was 2,519 
to 1,909, with the Stalinists again of
fering the bitterest opposition. 

The convention also passed a resolu
tion which declared that the Smith
Connally Act "made a mockery out of 
avowed claims that this is a war for 

. democracy." Stalinist floor leader Nat 
Ganley, business agent of UAW Local 
155, asserted, "Regardless of what reac
tionary legislation is passed, this still 
remains a just, progressive war against 
fascism" and he asked how the conven
tion could pass a resolution on the 
Smith-Connally Act "without praising 
our Commander-in-Chief who vetoed 
this bill." 

Emil Mazey, head of U A W Briggs 
Local 212, replied that "the only rea
son Roosevelt vetoed the bill was that it 
gave us the right to strike at the end 
of thirty days. Those who follow Roose
velt in Congress led fn overriding the 
veto. The veto was only a smokescreen." 
Even Victor Reuther, going along with 
the predominant sentiment, said: "It is 
not a war for democracy if we allow 
fascists to destroy our democratic rights 
at home." 

Most indicative of the sentiments of 
these delegates - representing workers 
in auto, steel, glass and many other CIO 
unions - was their overwhelming 
adoption of a resolution of unconditional 
support to the miners. In doing so, they 
brushed aside the attempts of the Stal
inists to insert an attack on Lewis in 
the resolution. "You cannot pass on the 
miners' question and ignore Lewis. You 
cannot win the wax; and strike as y'ou 
damn please," complained John Ander
son, Stalinist President of UAW Local 
155. To which one delegate replied amid 
applause: "If Lewis pulled the strike 
to protect the rank and file, hats off 
to Lewis." 

Following the Michigan CIO conven
tion, the Murray - Hillman - Stalinist 
forces drew even closer together in their 
opposition to the militant ranks and in 
their enmity and fear of Lewis. A spe
cial meeting of the CIO National Ex
ecutive Board was held in Washington, 
July 7 to 10. This meeting resolved to 
fight the Smith-Connally Act, which 
Murray had said set aside the Bill of 
Rights, by "a complete mobilizQtion of 
the people in support of the war pro
gram of our Commander-in-Chief" and 
by reaffirmation of the no-strike pledge. 
When Emil Rleve and George Baldanzi, 
President and Vice-President respective
ly of the United Textile Workers Union, 
objected to an attack on Lewis and 
the miners in the no-strike resolution, 
they were subjected to fierce denuncia
tion by the other board members. Murray 

raged. particularly against the actions of 
the Michigan CIO convention and mys
teriously hinted at "outside influence" 
at work. 

The miners drew their strength from 
their own just cause, the solidity of 
their union and the support of millions 
of other union workers, like those in 
the Michigan CIO. They could ignore 
with equal calm the rantings of a Mur
ray and the ultimatums of a Roosevelt. 

The War Labor Board called on 
Roosevelt either to force Lewis to sign 
the WLB-dictated contract or to seize 
the UMW treasury as a punitive meas
ure and cancel the checkoff of union 
dues. The Board, including its labor 
members, also demanded that Lewis be 
prosecuted under the Smith-Connal1~ 
Act. A federal grand jury was convened 
on July 14 at the behest of the Western 
Pennsylvania operators ,a n d federal 
agents were sent into the mine fields 
by Attorney Gelleral Biddle to investi
gate charges under the anti-strike law. 
"Unauthorized" strikes, which followed 
the WLB threats, continued in some 
instances until July 5. 

W HEN Roosevelt was asked on 
July 9 what he would do to 

force Lewis to sign the WLB's contract, 
he finally cOQceded he could not force 
Lewis to do so. A day later, Edward 
R. Burke and R. L. Ireland, Jr., lead
ing spokesmen for the operators, re
vealed they were at the point of capitu
lation when they said that Roosevelt's 
statement proved "Mr. Lewis, through 
his defiance of the Government,had 
gained his point." 

During the four-month [driod of un
easy truce, the Roosevelt Administration 
and its WLB did all in their power to 
prevent and upset any and all agree
ments between the United Mine Work
ers and the operators that provided for 
pay increases in any form. In the mid
dle of July,"Lewis had anpounced' that 
an agreement had been reached and a 
contract signed with tl)e Illinois Coal 
Operators Association for $1.25 daily 
portal-to-portal travel pay, fifty cents 
of it retroactive to October 24, 1938, 
when the Fair Labor Standards Act 
went into effect. With· other provisions, 
including extra hours, this would have 
raised the Illinois miners' pay by $3 
instead of the originally-demanded, $2 
a day. 

With this contract in writing and 
signed by the Illinois operators, Lewis 
discontinued his boycott 'of the WLB. 
On August 3, Lewis appeared personally 
before the WLB hearing and defended 
the Illinois contract. On August 25, this 
"court stacked against labor" flatly re
jected the Illinois pact and called the 
portal-to-portal agreement a "hidden 
wage increase." The' Board members 
were emboldened by Roosevelt's August 
16 r executive order which provided 
Mastic sanctio:p.s against striking unions 
and strikers - including the withhold
ing of "any benefits, privileges' and 
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rights" - in indu~tries "seized" by the 
government, like the coal mines. 

Even the right-wing Social-Demo
cratic New Leader, strongly pro-war 
and· pro-Roosevelt, complained in its 
August 21 issue that Roosevelt's sanc
tion order was "the high wave of reac
tion." It lamented: "The President ap
peared to serve notice, th.at he has come 
to an open break with the New Dea1." 
(Later, on December 28, he himself was 
to declare that the "New Deal" was 
over.) 

Once more the UMW officials and the 
Illinois operators went into a huddle. 
They finally agreed on a contract pro
viding $2 a day more for a five-day 
week with overtime allowances, omit
ting the portal-to-portal issue. Fuel 
Coordinator Ickes took this occasion to 
announce ending of the mines "seizure" 
on October 13. The fiction of govern
ment operation was removed. Promptly, 
the miners began striking without any 
instructions from Lewis and the UMW 
policy committee. Some 22,000 Alabama 
and 3,500 Indiana miners were the first 
to defy the Smith-Connally Act and 
Roosevelt's executive sanctions. 

Lewis wired the strikers and asked 
their locals to meet and vote to go 
back pending a WLB ruling on the 
revised Illinois contract. The WLB 
threatened the miners with sanctions 
and the penalties of the law. The In-
,diana miners reluctantly returned; the 
.Alabama miners refused. 

"According to reports from the strik
ing areas," said the October 19 New 
Yark Times, "the miners were refusing 
to attend meetings. lest they incur the 
penalties of the Connally-Smith Act and 
they had somehow set up some form of 
a 'silent understanding' with each other 
whereby they did not even need to 
speak, but would act as individuals as 
long as their wage grievances were not 
redressed." 

Lewis had hinted that the WLB might 
bring forth a favorable decision. But 
new groups of strikers - iIi Ohio, Penn
sylvania, Indiana, West Virginia, Ken
tucky and Illinois - followed the 
lead of the Alabama workers. The WLB 
again "poured gasoline on the .fire" 
when it rejected the second Illinois pact 
on October 26. By the time the official 
strike deadline, November 1, had ar
rived, all 530,000 coal miners were out, 
for their' fourth official national war
time strike within one year. 

Now Roosevelt was at the end of 
his rope. He could not arrest 530,000 
miners. He could not force them to go 
down tn the pits at bayonet point, and 
even if he could, they need not mine 
an ounce of coa1. He could not jail Lewis 
and the UMW leaders, for the miners 
swore they would strike "until Hell 
freezes over" (this was a considerable 
extension of their jurisdiction) if Lewis 
were victimized in any way. The Presi
dent re-"seized" the struck mines and 
authorized Ickes to negotiate a contract. 

The Ickes-approved contract gave the 
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miners $1.50 a day more - $8.50 a day. 
Where the miners previously made 
$45.50 for a 42-hour week, they would 
now receive $56.74 for a 48-hour week. 
The WLB on November 20 finally 
agreed to a contract acceptable to the 
union and contractors. This fixed the 
mine wage at $57.07 a week and pro
vided $40 payment to each miner for 
retroactive payment for travel time. 

The UMW Policy Committee ratified 
the new contract on November 3 and 
instructed the miners to :t'eturn to work. 
They had cracked the wage-freeze and 
broken through the barrier of the Little 
Steel Formula. Except for a reduction 
of fifteen minutes in their lunch time, 
the contract was virtually the same as 
the second agreement reached with the 
Illinois operators. Of the total increase, 
$1 to $1.25 a day was an actual increase 
in terms of the previous work-week. 
The rest of the increase was due to 
more hours of work. 

A s THE final mine walkout was 
going into full swing on November 

1, Philip Murray was calling the CIO 
convention to order in Philadelphia. 
Murray made an unrestrained attack on 
Lewis and intimated that the miners, 
the men who had first raised Murray 
to a position of influence in the labor 
movement, were nothing less than agents 
of Hitler and the Japanese Mikado. A 
round of tirades against the miners fol
lowed Murray's slanderous attack, with 
the Stalinist elements thrusting them
selves to the forefront of this onslaught. 
Frederick Myers, Vice-President of Cur
ran's Stalinist-controlled National Mari
time Union, on November 2 called the 
struggle of the miners "the greatest 
treason against America." 

Murray had opened the CIO conven
tion by his attack on the miners and by 
pushing through a resolution reaffirm
ing the no-strike pledge "without qual
ification or condition." But when word 
was received that the miners had won, 
that they had cracked the Little Steel 
Formula ceiling, then Murray and his 
lieutenants were in a dither. They knew 
Lewis's prestige would rise high among 
the CIO workers. Quickly, Murray in
troduced a resolution to open a labor 
drive for higher wages, above the Lit
tle Steel Formula. He even had the 
impudence to call on the coal miners 
(whose magnificent struggle had al
ready penetrated the Little Steel For
mula ceiling) and the railroad workers 
(who at that moment were taking a na
tionwide strike poll) to join with him 
in the fight - non-strike, of course -
for higher wages. 

Although the T,Jnited Mine Workers 
was no longer in the CIO and the CIO 
leadership had bitterly attacked the 
mine strikes, the wartime struggle and 
victory of the coal miners was of in
calculable importance for American 
unionism, particularly the CIO. In a 
way, it may be said that the CIO had 
two "Gettysburgs," the Flint General 

Motors sitdown of 1936-7 and the 1943 
coal-mine strikes, although during the 
latter the CIO leaders were sniping from 
the enemy lines. 

Until the miners fought· back in 1943, 
the war brought with it one measure 
of repression after another, and ever
increasing assaults on the living stand
ards and liberties of the workers. The 
ruling class looked on the war as their 
supreme opportunity to destroy union 
contractual conditions and even union
ism itself. 

We have only to ask ourselves, "What 
if the miners had not waged their 
fight?" or "What if they had lost?" to 
realize the enormous stake the whole 
American labor movement had in tQe 
outcome of the miners' battles. If the 
miners had not fought and won, if they 
had been defeated, it would have meant 
not only the crippling and possibly the 
crushing of one of the most powerful 
industrial unions, the UMW, but a de
moralizing blow of shattering propor
tions for the auto, rubber, steel, elec
trical equipment, textile, glass and 'other 
CIO workers. In the wake of a miners' 
defeat, the corporate interests and their 
government agents would have fallen 
like a ravenous wolf-pack on the most 
vulnerable unions. The government 
would have introduced new "formulas" 
to slash wages, increase hours of work 
and intensify the exploitation of labor in 
the name of patriotism and the "needs 
of the war." The defeat of the miners 
would have become another and more 
convincing pretext for the union lead
ers, like Murray and Hillman, to give 
away the workers' rights and conditions 
and to restrain every impulse of the CIO 
workers to fight back. 

Instead, the miners' victory opened a 
whole new wave of labor struggle, 
mounting steadily through 1943, ,1944 
and 1945 and reaching a titanic climax 
in the winter of 1945-46. The employ
ers' postwar plan to turn the war vet
erans against the workers and smash 
the unions was never able to get going. 

The miners themselves were able to 
go on from victory to victory in the 
war and immediate postwar period, win
ning many new gains, such as health 
and welfare funds, retirement pensions 
and other conditions, which then be
came objectives of the CIO unions as 
well. 

Above all, the miners demonstrated, 
as never before the fact that nothing 
can produce coal - or any other form 
of wealth - but the labor of workers. 
When the miners said "you can't dig 
coal with bayonets," they were saying 
that organized labor, united and deter
mined to defend itself and its rights, is 
invincible. That is why, in hailing the 
miners' victory, the Militant of Novem
ber 13, 1943, said: 

"The miners' strikes of 1943, taking 
place in the m:dst of the Second World 
War, will forever remain a landmark in 
the his tor y of the American class 
struggle." 
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Socialism and Humanism 

The rise of a tendency among thinkers in the Soviet Zone 
to put people above material successes offers a cha,llenge 
to Marxists In their struggle for a socialist Humanism 

SINCE Stalin's death dissident intel
lectuals in the Soviet Union have 

been carrying on a guerrilla warfare 
against the bureaucracy in the name of 
Humanism. Ehrenburg's The Thaw 
gave the signal for their attack. This 
short novel portrayed the hypocrisy of 
a regime where high-sounding slogans 
were at odds with depressing realities, 
where lickspittles prospered while gen
uine talents were stifled, and the sanc
tity of human rights was loudly pro
claimed but severely repressed. Similar 
themes were developed in Dudintsev's 
Not By Bread Alone. 

The vilification of Boris' Pasternak 
over the Nobel Prize award has brought 
the friction between the authorities and 
the non-conformist writers to a sharp 
pitch. It is noteworthy that many 
prominent Soviet authors have not 
joined the hue and cry against him. 

Pasternak counterposes a watery 
semi-Christian Humanism to the spuri
ous officially enforced "Marxism-Lenin
ism" that has waved its fist in his face. 
Through the chief character in his 
banned novel Doctor Zhivago he com
plains that the once-lofty idealism of 
the Russian Revolution has degenerated 
into crass materialism, become be
fouled by self-seekers, and ended in a 
loss of freedom. 

"The great majority of us," he writes, 
"are required to live a life of constant, 
systematic duplicity. Your health is 
bound to be affected, if day after day, 
you say the opposite of what you feel, 
if you grovel before what you dislike 
and rejoice at what brings you nothing 
but misfortune ... " 

. Whatever the literary merits of Doc

. tor Zhivago and despite its involvement 
as a shuttlecock in the cold war, it has 
significance as sociological testimony. 
Pasternak is one of the most popular 
and respected of Russian authors. He 
lives among the more favored elements 
of Soviet society. If he can voice such 

This is the second of two articles. The first 
appeared in our winter issue. 
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bitterness forty years after the October 
1917 Revolution, then we have the right 
to ask: what must be the feelings 
among the unprivileged? 

Indeed, the writers, journalists, crit
ics and economists who have raised 
the banner of a Socialist Humanism 
throughout the Soviet zone speak for 
others beside themselves. They are 
articulating the resentments of the peo
ple against the outrages of Stalinism. 
In their works literature is once again 
becoming, as in the Czarist Russia of 
the nineteenth century, a prime vehicle 
of social protest and of mounting op
position from diverse sources against 
an autocracy at bay. 

This new Humanism, which has 
sprung up like green grass in the cracks 
of a stone pavement, is a many-sided 
phenomenon. It runs the gamut of 
social problems from law and ethics to 
economics and history. It poses ques
tions sharply on a moral plane. It 
stands up for truth against official 
deceit; for trust among people instead 
of the spying and talebearing which 
starts in the schools, permeates all 
social institq.tions, and ends in the dos
siers of the secret police. It· upholds 
the pride and dignity of individuals 
against self-abasement before the 
wielders of power. It speaks for free
dom in place of subservience; for jus
tice and legality against cynical viola
tions of legality and equity; for in
dependent and critical judgments in
stead of conformity to edicts from 
above. It rejects double standards of 
conduct: one for public show, another 
for private life; one for the state, 
another for. the individual; one for the 
rulers, another for the ruled. It asks 
that the means be suited to the pro
jected social ends: "A right cause must 
be fought for with the right means." 

The writers want to cast off th~ 
strait jacket of a "Socialist Realism" 
which compels them to write, not as 
they desire and believe, but according 
to the arbitrary prescriptions of igno
rant superintendents of the arts. These 
restraints parch the springs of artistic 

creation at their very source, they say, 
and inspire productions which are in
sincere, talentless, devoid of interest 
and unrealistic because they distort 
obvious facts of everyday life. 

Don't keep telling us that everything 
has changed for the better when we 
all know differently, cried out Adam 
Wazyk in his famous Poem for Adults 
which appeared in the Polish weekly 
Nova Cultura, Aug. 21, 1956. Here is a 
key stanza: 

Fourier, the dreamer, chormingly foretold 
that lemonade would flow in seas. 
Does it not flow? 
They drink sea-water, 
crying: 
"lemonade!" 
returning home secretly 
to vomit. 

In the summer of 1946, the Hungarian 
Communist poet Gyula Hay penned a 
manifesto, entitled "One Sentence on 
Tyranny," which set forth in flaming 
indignation the revulsion of the most 
sensitive writers against the rape of 
their artistic consciences. How much 
freedom should be permitted a creative 
artist? he asked. 

"It should be the writer's preroga
tive to tell the truth. To criticize any
body and anything. To be sad. To be 
in love. To think of death. Not to 
ponder whether light or shadow are in 
balance in his work. To believe in the 
omnipotence of God. To doubt the cor
rectness of certain figures in the Five 
Year Plan. To think in a non-Marxist 
manner. To think in a Marxist man
ner. To believe something unjust that 
is still officially maintained to be just." 

Have Ties With Workers 

The rub is, as the Rakosi govern
ment quickly found out, that even a 
limited measure of free expression 
could not be doled out to the writers 
without demands for equal freedom 
arising from students, workers and 
Communist party members themselves. 
Intellectuals in the Soviet bloc have 
closer ties, at least in theory, with the 
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working class and its socialist aims 
than their counterparts in capitalist 
countries. Some are sons and daughters 
.of workers and peasants. The affinities 
between them were disclosed in the 
impetus given by the intellectuals to 
the Polish and Hungarian revolutions 
of 1956. 

Their calls for a renovated morality, 
for concern with "truth, freedom and 
reason," are directly linked with the 
desires of the masses for improvements 
in their material conditions and for a 
share in the direction of the national 
economy. They reflect grievances 
against glaring and growing economic 
inequalities among the various cate
gories of citizens. The governing group, 
whose own welfare is well taken care 
of, keeps imposing unbearable sacrifices 
upon the workers in the name of future 
achievements and indefinitely delayed 
satisfactions. The Humanists assert that 
a workers' regime cannot neglect the 
living standards of the producers too 
much and too long in favor of develop
ing heavy industry at breakneck speeds 
and out of proportion to the country's 
revenues and resources. 

This line of reasoning obviously has 
serious political implications. It sup
ports the claims of the masses against 
the dictates of the bureaucrats. It de
fends the right of nationalities to be 
free and independent, and, if necessary, 
to resist -vassalage to a foreign power. 
Its most radical representatives insist 
upon the need for the working class 
to be supreme, not merely in ritual 
but in reality. 

No wonder the Moscow authorities, 
and their replicas in Eastern Europe, 
fear these voices. The theoretical mag
azine of the Soviet Communist Party 
Kommunist (No.5, 1957) castigated 
"the newly appeared 'reformers' who 
are appealing for 'reform' on humanist 
principles of the existing social struc
ture" and asserted that Leninism "needs 
no sort of 'humanization,' nor any of 
the reforms proposed by the proponents 
of 'humanist socialism."~ To be sure, 
genuine Leninism needs no humaniza
tion. What the Humanist critics are 
inveighing against are the Stalinist vio
lations of Leninism. 

The tenor of their teachings was ex
pressed as follows in the Polish publi
cation Nova Cultura, April 28, 1957: 
"The Communist ideal demands the 
liberation of humanity -- and of the 
individual within -the framework of so
ciety - from alienation in all the do
m :lins of society. The aim is to obtain 
the real sovereignty of the masses, to 
destroy the division between those who 
are deprived of freedom and the ruling 
group which is not responsible to the 
people. The idea of Communism, of 
humanism put into life, is universal. 
It is older than Marxism, it is the 
heritage of the ages." 

A year earlier, on June 19, 1956, the 
noted Hungarian Communist writer 
Tibor Dery had declared at a Petoefi 
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Club meeting: "We have been fighting 
for so many things that we have for
gotten the chief thing: humanism." 
Their struggle for "the chief thing" 
plunged Dery and his fellow writers 
into the Hungarian uprising some 

, months later, and after that, into the 
prisons of the Kadar government. 

The evolution of the Hungarian Com
munist-Humanists into revolutionary 
fighters against Stalinism shows what 
an explosive potential is lodged in this 
ideological tendency. Their criticisms 
crystallized and stimulated the rising 
anti-bureaucratic sentiments among the 
masses and they became the intellectual 
heralds of a direct democracy rooted 
in the working class. 

Alerted by the lessons of Hungary 
and Poland, the Moscow leaders has
tened to take countermeasures when 
similar notes were sounded by Soviet 
authors. In September 1957 Khrushchev 
warned against authors "who attempt 
to use mistakes of the past in coming 
out against leadership of literature and 
art by party and states." Although the 
First Secretary said he was for "freedom 
of creative work," he held up "the les-
sons of Hungary, where the counter
revolution used some of these writers 
for its filthy aims and reminds us to 
what this can lead." The lashing of 
Dudintsev and his popular novel was 
followed up a year later by the expul
sion of Pasternak from the Union of 
Soviet Writers. 

These two are not alone. Over the 
past several years numerous novels and 
short stories have come out which con
trast the brutal behavior of function
aries with the warmer human qualities 
of other segments of the Soviet people 
and which emphasize the gulf between 
them. "Light in the Window" by Yuri 
Nagibin, to cite one example, tells 
about the director of a rest home who 
keeps the most luxurious apartment 
carefully cleaned and always ready for 
the Party boss who never comes. One 
night the cleaning woman decides to 
entertain her family in this sanctum. 
When the director evicts thes,e inter
lopers, he reads in their eyes as they 
leave their hatred for him and all he 
represents. 

T HIS Humanist movement itself suf-
fers from the restrictions and re

pressions of the police state which pre
vent its advocates from saying directly 
and fully what they mean. They have 
to talk in guarded terms and present 
their views in sidelights for self-protec
tion. But Soviet readers who are ac
customed to read between the lines can 
fill out from their own experience what 
is hinted at. 

There is much vagueness in this 
chaotic ferment, especially on its ide
ological side. It is charged with power
ful feelings and half-formed ideas. Its 
spokesmen know better what repels 
them than how to get rid of the social 
evils. 

Most of the Soviet Humanists have 
not yet arrived at any worked-out pro
gram or clear perspective. They are 
groping toward the light after wander
ing in Stalinist darkness and double
dealing for so many years. It is quite 
natural that they should stammer a bit 
now that their tongues can utter some 
of their real thoughts and sentiments 
after a long silence, that their first ap
proaches to an analysis of Soviet reality 
and its reasons for development should 
be. -incomplete and uncertain, and that 
they often wander off into petty
bourgeois lamentation and moralizing. 
Deeper probing of thought, further ex
periences and the extension of the strug
gle between the bureaucracy and the 
people should enable the best among 
them to define their ideas more clearly 
and bring them to correct class con
clusions. 

The neo-Stalinist hatchet men have 
seized upon some of the idealistic 
vagaries of the Humanists to discredit 
the entire movement, excommunicate 
it, and punish its main figures. They 
even claim the Humanist heritage of 
Marxism for their own and ridicule 
the pretentions of the Humanist critics. 
The tussle between these two groups 
over the mantle of Humanism may seem 
like nothing but a war over words. 
Actually it is part of a continuing con
test of divergent social forces: the de
fenders of the bureaucratic upper crust 
on one side, the intellectual spokesmen 
for the discontents of the masses on 
the other. 

The claim of the Kr-emlin hierarchs 
to be tHe repositories of Humanism is 
as unfounded as their claim to be the 
continuators of Marxism and Leninism. 
There was nothing socialistic or Hu
manistic in the suppression of the Hun
garian uprising and its Workers' Coun
cils. A Socialist Humanism ought to be 
the enemy of aristocratic parasitism 
and abuse of power, not its obsequious 
servitor. Wherever and whenever the 
Humanist opponents of the bureaucracy 
condemn these abominations, they are 
in the right. 

When at one extreme some represen
tatives of this tendency reject ma
terialism in favor of absolute moral 
values, semireligious beliefs or a class
less democracy, they overshoot the mark 
and are in the wrong. But these er
rors and exaggerations, which require 
correction, should not be allowed to 
submerge the essentially healthy and 
progressive character of this cultural 
phenomenon. 

The idealism of the Humanists is one 
of the ways through which the political 
consciousness of the new generation, of 
Soviet thinkers, the mass leaders of the 
future, is being formed. It may be the 
first, but it will not be the final, formu-

-lation of their views. Under the given 
circumstances, their moral indignation, 
however clumsy its theoretical formu
lations, is infinitely more worthy than 
the sham "materialism" behind which 
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the gendarmes of bureaucratic privilege 
and tyranny seek concealment. 

The Different Tendencies 

The Russian Humanists do not have 
a uniform outlook. There are highly 
divergent currents amongst them which 
at this point coalesce in opposition to 
the possessors of power. These trends 
range from total rejection of Marxism 
and Bolshevism, as indicated in Pas
ternak's novel, to a reaffirmation of the 
essential positions and aims of revolu
tionary socialism against Stalinism. 

Similar divisions exist among the 
young Soviet intellectuals. Their char
acteristics were delineated in an article 
in the August 18-25, 1958 New Leader 
by David Burg, until 1957 himself a 
student in the USSR. He separates the 
dissident youngsters into two typical 
groups: the Neo-Bolsheviks and the 
Anti-Communists. 

The Neo-Bolsheviks "are searching 
for a 'true Marxism,''' Burg writes. 
"There is a widespread nostalgia for 
the pre-Soviet period and for the early 
years of the post-Revolutionary period. 
Today Soviet youth frequently show 
their opposition to the regime by hold
ing the mirror of the classics of Marx
ism-Leninism up to contemporary real
ity. In their view, the purges of 1937 
liquidated the true leaders of the 
Revolution. They contrast Thermidor 
with October ... 

j'They idealize the Revolution and 
call for a return to the original ideals 
of Leninism, which they think they 
find in some of Lenin's works (State 
and Revolution). They frequently talk 
about the 'bureaucratic degeneration' 
of the regime and the emergence of a 
ruling, privileged bureaucracy which 
has instituted a dictatorship against 
the people. Those who subscribe to 
these views lean toward the traditions 
of the old revolutionary parties and 
favor radical methods of active com
bat." 

While the Neo-Bolsheviks feel that 
"the West itself has reached moral and 
spiritual dead-end," the Anti-Commu
nists "are aware of the great economic 
and social progress in the West and 
regard the 'Socialist' experiment in 
Russia as an outright failure . . . To 
them, October was a great historical 
blunder which had to lead to state 
monopoly-capitalism." . 

The N eo-Bolsheviks see "the bureau
cracy as only a m:'llignant growth" to 
be removed by "surgical means" in or
der to permit a "basically healthy" so
cial organism to "develop norm lIly." 
The Anti-Communists "feel that the 
party bureaucracy is a logical out
growth of the system . . . and insist 
upon the need ·for a radical transforma
tion of the economic system." 

Thus the path of the Neo-Bolsheviks 
leads forwa,rd to a higher stage of the 
Russian Revolution. in which the 
achievements since 1917. will be rescued 
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f.i.'om Stalinism and crowned by the 
genuine workers' democracy sketched 
out by Lenin. Whereas the Anti-Com
munists are turned backward toward a 
restoration of free trade which will 
presumably pave the way for a bour
geois democracy of the parliamentary 
type and surely a revival of capitalist 
forms and forces. 

As the anti-bureaucratic struggles 
deepen and widen, these two tendencies, 
oriented in different directions, must 
become more and more hostile to each 
other, because they embody incom
patible programs and perspectives for 
the further economic and political 
course of Soviet society. In this process 
the Humanism which serves to screen 
nascent petty-bourgeois ideas and in
terests will become differentiated from 
that revolutionary Humanism which ex
presses the objectives of a Socialist 
materialism. 

I N THE light of this review of the 
development of Humanism, and the 

controversies over Socialist Humanism 
both in the English-speaking countries 
and in the Soviet bloc, how should we 
sum up the relations between Human
ism and Marxism? And what are the 
necessary conditions for a genuine 
Socialist Humanism? 

To be a Marxist, it is not necessary 
to renounce Humanism or its heritage. 
But it is certainly anti-Marxist to sur
render the revolutionary outlook of 
dialectical ma terialism in order to 
embrace Humanism. The crucial issue 
is this: is the Humanism an integral 
component of a consistent materialist 
philosophy or is m':lterialism pushed 
aside by a relapse into some fashionable 
form of sentimental or moralizing so
cialism? 

The Humanism which rightfully be
longs with scientific socialism should 
be viewed as the. fulfillment of a series 
of intellectual and social movements 
reaching back to the Mediterranean 
civilizations before Christianity. Greek 
Humanism, Renaissance Humanism, and 
the revolutionary-democratic Humanism 
of the bourgeois era were successive 
efforts by enlightened forces of their 
age to bring social relations under the 
rule of hUman reason. Each of these 
endeavors helped propel mankind a 
step forward. But they all fell short of 
their ultimate aims because of insur
mountable barriers arising from the in
adequate development of the powers of 
production and the resultant limitations 
of their class societies. 

Contemporary Humanists wh') depre
ciate the role of technology, labor ac
tivity and other m':lterial factors in the 
making of history and the advancement 
of human relations, ignore ·one of the 
most enduring features of the Humanist 
achievement. The great Humanists since 
the Greeks were pioneers in stressing 
the importance of the arts, crafts, sci
ences, and technique. 

Men like Leonardo da Vinci and 
Marcilio Ficino glorified human labor 
and craft techniques, exalting the 
Greek Archimedes above Plato. In Cam
panella's vision of the future, City of 
the Sun, all citizens are taught mechan
ical arts and work only four hours a 
day to satisfy their needs. Bacon wrote 
that . .inventions like printing, gun
powder and the magnet "have changed 
the whole face and state of things 
throughout the world" and proposed 
an encyclopedia of the arts and crafts 
as the basis for a true philosophy of 
nature. This was realized for the eight
eenth century by the Encyclopedie of 
Diderot and d' Alembert. Our own Ben
jamin Franklin, the experimenter with 
electricity and inventor of the Franklin 
stove, organized the American Phil
osophical Society in 1744 to "promote 
useful knowledge" by collecting data 
on plants, animals and minerals and 
encouraging needed inventions. 

Such Humanists strove, each in his 
own way, to link the mastery of nature 
through the advancement of science 
and technology with the improvement 
of the conditions of life. This great 
liberating idea was magnificently an
nounced by Bacon in his description of 
Solomon's House in The New Atlantis: 
"The End of our Foundation is the 
knowledge of Causes, and ~ecret mo
tions of things; and the enlarging of 
the bounds of Human Empire, to the 
effecting of all things possible." 

:However much these ear lier move
ments contributed to social progress, 
they la~ked the requisite economic con
ditions and social forces to carry 
through "the enlarging of the bounds 
of Human Empire" over nature and the 
social system. But they did leave as 
their legacy the optimistic prospect that 
through their collective efforts, aided 
by science and techniques, men could 
win 'enough power from nature to 
transform their lives and realize their 
highest aspirations. 

Scientific socialism consciously took 
over the goals of conquering nature, 
creating reasonable relations among 
men, and perfecting the human per
sonality which Humanism had pro
jected. It undertook to demonstrate, 
first in theory and then in practice, 
how th~se promises of Human.ism could 
be realized. Proceeding from the sci
ence, technique and immense produc
tive potential of large-scale industry 
developed under capitalism, the mod
ern working class would win political 
supremacy, concentrate the means of 
production under collective ownership 
and control, and remake the social 
order from bot~om to top in a planned 
and rational m~nner. 

Socialist Humanism rests upon the 
following propositions: 

(1) Capitalist ownership of the facili
ties of production is the principal ob
stacle to the development of the means 
for achieving economic security, social 
S Jlidarity and human happiness. 
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(2) The industrial working class is 
'he only social force which, by virtue 
of its economic position and functions, 
is vitally interested and consistently 
impelled to transcend capitalism. 

(3) Capitalist power and property 
can be abolished only by carrying the 
mass struggle against their defenders 
and beneficiaries to its conclusion in 
each country and on a world scale. 

( 4) The road to a harmonious and 
classless society has to pass through 
the gate of the world socialist revolu
tion in order to eliminate the root 
causes of conflict between one part of 
mankind and another. 

,This revolutionary class program and 
outlook decisively separates Marxism 
from all varieties of bourgeois Hu
manism which are tied up with liber
alism, progressivism, and reformism. 

Since the rise of Stalinism, Marxism 
has added another proposition. It 
teaches that the workers have not 
thrown the capitalists off their backs 
so that any new masters in the shape 
of insolent bureaucrats can take their 
places. It demands democratic self-rule 
by the workers and strict control over 
all servants of their state until such 
professional functionaries, and the state 
itself, are no longer needed. This rev
olutionary democratism opposes gen
uine Socialist Humanism to its Stalinist 
counterfeit· 

Unity of Mankind 

The unity of mankind is an age-old 
dream. The Christians preached that 
it would come through the Fatherhood 
bf God and the mediation of His Only 
Begotten Son. Feudal Europe pro
claimed it through the One Universal 
Catholic Church. The bourgeois rebels 
aspired to attain it by overthrowing 
pre-capitalist institutions and customs. 

The economists of the Manchester 
School in the nineteenth century envis
aged its more prosaic approach through 
the expansion of free trade on the world 
market. Twentieth-century liberals and 
Humanists have hoped it would come 
through the League of Nations and now 
the United Nations. The Stalinists de
clare that it can be promoted only by 
accepting "the leading role of the Soviet 
Union" which means, in effect, kow
towing before the dictates of the Krem
lin oligarchs. 

Must this goal then be given up as 
an illusion? No, answers Marxism, it 
can be won. The overcoming of the 
divisions and conflicts among peoples 
in this world· is nQ more Utopian today 
than was the unification of the thirteen 
states of North America in the eight
eenth century. Modern technology 
makes it possible; the menace of nuclear 
war makes it imperative. Such. unity 
cannot, howe~er, be achieved by reli
gious, bourgeois, reformist, humani
tarian or Stalinist methods. Just as it 
took the first American Revolution to 
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bring about the preconditions for merg
ing the colonies, so only the successful 
extension and completion of the inter-

. national socialist revolution can clear 
the way for world harmony. 

Once the workers come to power in 
the most advanced countries, they can 
help the less developed peoples lift up 
their living and cultural standards 
through a federation of socialist re
publics and a common economic plan. 
Universal peace and fraternity cannot 
become real and secure until there are 
no rich and no poor within any coun
try and no rich nations draining the 
lifeblood from the poor ones. 

This is the grand perspective held 
out by Socialist Humanism as a guide 
for action in our own time. 

DIALECTICAL materialism affords 
the fullest scope to Humanism be

cause it strips away whatever was false 
in its previous expressions and gives a 
solid scientific foundation to its most 
progressive trends. Let us start with 
man's relations to nature. Some of the 
most enlightened liberal Humanists are' 
not free of obscurantism on this basic 
question. For example, Julian Huxley, 
the exponent of "Scientific Humanism," 
has recently written a book Religion 
Without Revelation. Whereas grand
father Thomas Huxley helped detach 
science from the grip of religion, his 
descendant tries to salvage the "values" 
of religion through his interpretation of 
Humanism. 

Scientific socialism, on the other 
hand, gives the clearest and most con
sistent formulation to the anti-super
naturalism and anti-clericalism present 
in Humanism from its beginnings. 
Mar,xism is not agnostic but uncom
promisingly atheistic. Nothing exists 
beyond nature and man. Nature has 
been the generator of mankind through 
organic evolution. Mankind has become 
the producer of a nature humanized 
through social evolution. 

God did not create mankind-or any
thing else. Man has created and re
created himself through the develop
ment of the labor process. At. certain 
points in their history men's imagina
tions fabricated supernatural forces in 
'their own social image to. compensate 
for their lack of real power over nature 
and social life. Then, at a much higher 
stage of their economic development, 
they began to do away with all need 
to bow down before divine ghosts. 

The life hereafter, touted by the 
churches, is as qarmful a fiction as the 
preincarnations of the transmigration
ists. The material universe which pro
duced, sustains and reabsorbs· us is the 
only real world. The mission of man
kind is to keep perfecting human life 
on this global platform, to bring forth 
the unlimited potentialities of our or
ganisms by uncovering, using and mas
tering the forces and treasures of the 
material environment. Our ability to do 

so is the objective measure of human 
advancement. 

The pronouncement of Protagoras 
that "man is the measure of all things" 
is too sweeping and anthropomorphic. 
But man is certainly the measure of all 
values. For socialists there is no greater 
good than the fulfillment of the needs 
of mankind ift its ascent to higher 
grades of social existence.' Everything 
else is su bordina te to ministering to the 
requirements of social progress. The 
slaughter and consumption of animals, 
which is condemned by some vegetarian 
cults, are justified because animals are 
a lower form of life than ourselves. 

The humanistic Socrates believed that 
the universe and its parts were pre
fabricated to suit humanity's well-be
ing. Such a teleological conception of 
the relation between man and the uni
verse opens the door to religion and is 
repugnant to Marxism. Man is not the 
pampered child of creation. But through 
the exertion of his natural endowments 
and the enhancement of his social pow
ers he has proved that he can reshape 
nature to an increasing extent and make 
that part of the universe within his 
dominion serve his needs and support 
his aims. 

The supreme being for man is man 
himself-not,man as he is at any given 
stage, but man in the making, man as 
he can and will be. Socialist Human
ism recognizes that the essence of the 
achievements of past generations up to 
now has been to prepare the conditions 
for making free human beings. Man
kind has had to crawl up from the 
animal state by barbarous means until 
at last we have reached the point where 
a truly human mode of existence is 
within sight. The present inhabitants 
of the earth are the raw material for 
the production of an authentically hu
man race. 

That is why Marx designated all 
earlier stages of social organization up 
to the advent of socialism the prehis
tory of mankind. The distinctively hu
man era of history will be inaugurated 
only with the establishment of human 
conditions of life-when, as Trotsky 
wrote, "the steady . growth of social 
wealth has made us bipeds forget our 
miserly attitude toward every excess 
minute of labor, and our humiliating 
fear about the size of our ration." 

Human Relations 

No less important in the Humanistic 
scheme of things than man's relations 
with nature is the problem of men's 
relations with one another. Although 
the Humanists consider themselves spe
cialists on the subject of human nature, 
they have extremely inadequate con
ceptions of the processes of its forma
tion and transformation. 

For them history has been the result 
of a continuous tug of war between 
the good and bad, the rational and ir
rational components of human nature. 
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This is a secular version of the Chris
tian interpretation of humanity and its 
history as a contest between divine and 
devilish forces. To a conservative Hu
manist like Professor Irving Babbitt 
men are prone to depravity and there
fore their natural inclinations must be 
curbed. To the liberal Humanists men 
are attracted to the good and should 
be encouraged to bring forth the bet
ter side of their natures. 

The impulses of human beings are 
in themselves neither virtuous nor vi
cious. The same aggressiveness which 
drives men to alter their natural en
vironment and combat social evils can 
be directed into socially harmful and 
self-destructive channels. The charac
teristics and conduct of people are 
primarily determined by their social 
setting and the direction of its develop
ment. 

Society is not the product of human 
nature, as the Humanists believe. Hu
man nature, good, bad, or indifferent, 
is the product of society. The qualities 
of human beings are endlessly change
able, just as their potential capacities 
are boundless. Human nature is far 
more plastic than glass which can flow 
like a stream, be drawn into threads, 
or become rigidly frozen. Human na
ture, hardened into one mold, can be 
shattered, remelted and recast into very 
different, almost unrecognizable, forms. 

The whole panorama. of social evolu
tion testifies to this plasticity of human
kind. Consider, for example, the con
trast between the Indians who occupied 
Lower California a couple of centuries 
ago and the present inhabitants of Los 
Angeles. Although they are biologically 
the same, what an immense social gap 
separated the tribal savages from the 
representatives of contemporary cap
italist civilization! 

The primitives had a vastly different 
mode of life, customs, mentality and 
outlook. They had no houses; they 
went mostly naked. Their restricted diet 
was. made up largely of roots, fruits, 
small game, fish, insects and grubs 
which they gathered. Their groups 

. averaged about forty-five persons. 
They simply mated and had no words 

for "marriage" or "father." They had 
few possessions and no conception of 
private property. They carried on no 
trade. Before the white men came, 
they believed that the small district 
where they lived was the whole world 
and they were its sole inhabitants. 

Their language was very poor. They 
could not count beyond six. In their 
speech they did not have different terms 
for yellow or red. "All terms relating 
to rational l\uman and civil life, and 
a multitude of words for signifying 
other objects are entirely missing ... 
Life, death, time, cold, heat, rain, un
derstanding, doubt, etc.," observed Fa
ther Baegert, the German Jesuit who 
lived with them for seventeen years. 

The enormous difference between the 
social organizations and human natures 
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of these aboriginal inhabitants of Lower 
California and the citizens of Los 
Angeles can be explained only by the 
disparities in the state of their respec
tive productive forces. The incompar
ably higher technology and productivity 
of the latter made possible a higher 
stage of economic and cultural develop
ment. The predominant peculiarities of 
human nature can, then, be traced to 
material causes. The weaknesses and 
inadequacies of men arise primarily 
from the weakness of the productive 
forces at their command, the inad
equacies of their means of existence 
and development. 

Society makes people what they are 
and prevents taem from being other
wise. That is what Marx meant when 
he wrote that there is no such thing 
as abstract man, or human nature in 
general. Men are the totality of the 
specific social conditions required for 
their production. And, as social condi
tions advance from one stage of econom
ic development to another, the traits and 
activities of people change with them. 

There is nothing distinctively Marxist 
about the proposition that men are first 
formed by society and then transformed 
by its changing material conditions. 
The materialists of the eighteenth cen
tury taught that men are what their 
physical and social surroundings make 
them and they concluded that, if men 
are constituted by social circumstances, 
then humanity can be improved by 

,altering the social conditions under 
which they live and work. Marxism 
took over these ideas from the revolu
tionary materialists of France and 
England. 

Marxism also asserts that if society 
shapes men, men in turn can reshape 
society through their collective efforts. 
This idea, too, is not peculiar to Marx
ism. I t is as old as the Greeks and has 
inspired many reform and revolutionary 
movements since their time in the 
Western world. 

What is distinctive about Marxist 
thought on this matter is the way in 
which it combines these two ideas. So
ciety forms people-and then people 
transform their social relations and their 
selves in the process. But, add the his
torical materialists, the ways in which 
people behave toward one another and 
the kind of ties they have with one 
another, are determined, both in the 
first and final instance, by the produc
tive powers they 'possess. And the de
gree in which they can change their 
social relations, and the directions of 
the evolution of their social organiza
tion, depend upon the capacities 'of their, 
system of production. ' 

The material historical conditions un;' 
der which people live and labor are so' 
decisive because they fix the frame
work of social action, both in its extent 
and in its limits, at any given time. It 
is possible to outgrow,'these conditions 
but it is not possible to jump out of 
them or over them at will. And it is 

wrong to ignore or belittle their para
mount role in making people what they 
are, allowing people to do what they 
can, or preventing them from doing 
what they wish at any particular pe
riod. That is what Marx insisted upon 
when he wrote that "men make their 
own history-but only under the given 
histprical conditions." 

The prevailing historical conditions 
not only bring forward the maa or tasks 
that have to be accomplished by man
kind, or at least its progressive sec
tions, at any particular point; they also 
determine the ways and indicate the 
means for accomplishing them. 

All schools of Humanism have as
pired to' transform human nature. The 
most advanced among them recognize 
that human nature can be changed only 
by altering the social structure. But 
how and by whom is the social environ
ment to be reconstructed? 

H ERE the scientific socialists part 
company with other types of Hu

manists. The supreme task of our age 
is to abolish capitalism as an outmoded 
and dangerous system and proceed to 
build socialism on a world scale. This 
can be done only through the action of 
the masses headed by the industrial 
workers. These conclusions are distinc
tively Marxist. Understanding and ac
cepting them in principle, and applying 
them to all social problems, marks off 
the materialist from all other species 
of Humanist. 

The selection of the working class 
as the main agency of social and polit
ical reconstruction is too partisan and 
the method of revolutionary struggle 
is too pugnacious, uncivilized and ir
rational, object the liberal Humanists. 
All individuals of goodwill, regardless 
of their social status or economic in
terests, must be called upon to work 
together for the common good, they 
say. And the way to bring about such 
collaboration is through education and 
appeals to the finer feelings and nobler 
qualities of the persons involved. 

Although they claim to be scientific 
in their sociology and politics, such 
Humanists fail to analyze correctly the 
real structure of capitalism and the 
character and consequences of its class 
antagonisms. They regard classes and 
their conflicts as warts on the body of 
the established order rather than organic 
aspects of its structure and functioning. 
They further assume that the capitalist 
system is far more susceptible to re
form and its proprietors and rulers far 
more amenable to the influence of "ra
tional" considerations than they really 
are. The owners do not "listen to rea
son" when their profits and property 
rights are seriously threatened but 
respond with the vigorous reflexes of 
a wolf holding on to its prey. 

Every stratum of society has a no
tion of what is reasonable or not in any 
given situation corresponding to it~ 
own social position. Middle class lib-
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erals may think it highly unreasonable 
for the capitalists to destroy democracy 
in favor of military or fascist dictator
ships, or for Eisenhower to ally himself 
with Franco. But the imperious voice 
·of their own "reason" speaks otherwise 
to the ruling class. 

The liberal Humanist is helpless in 
the face of contemporary class conflicts 
-because of deficient insight into the 
evolution of humanity itself. The major 
determinant of history has not been the 
~onflict between good and bad impulses 
'within human beings, as the bourgeois 
Hum'anists with their quasi-Christian 
ethics maintain. It has been, first of all 
the collective attack of humanity upon 
nature by which its elements and prop
erties have been subdued to serve man's 
i:mds. 

Ironically, this growing command 
'Over nature has been accompanied and 
'Overshadowed by the intensified oppres
sion of the majority of mankind by 
exploiting minorities which has cul
minated in the world domination of 
imperialism. This paradoxical situation 
has not come about through anyone's 
evil intent but through the unconscious 
operation of the processes of social de
velopment governed by the law of lnbor 
productivity. Since the Indians of Lower 
California could not produce or ac
cumulate any excess of wealth, they 
remained economic and social equals, 
though on the most primitive level of 
-culture. 

As the powers of material production 
have increased since the introduction 
of agriculture and the advent of civili
ization, men have been able to create 
surpluses of wealth large and alluring 
enough to stimulate the passions of in
div,idual aggrandizement but not enough 
to lift the living standards of the whole 
-community in equal measure. The 
ensuing scramble to possess such sur
pluses by the owners of the means of 
production, while the direct producers 
were condemned to labor for the mere 
means of physical survival, has fash
ioned social relations and the chief 
·characteristics of human 1;)eings in class 
.society. 

The liberal Humanists contend that 
it is sectarian, divisive and self-defeat
ing to expect one special class to ex
tricate mankind from this predicament. 
They insist that the task of eradicating 
social evils be entrusted to all- men of 
good will .. They are not completely con
sistent in this argument, because the 
Hum3nists do expect and solicit one 
part of humanity to lead the rest to a 
better life. But they select these 
pioneers, not on the basis of their 
economic functions or material inter
-ests, but because of their superior quali
ties of intelligence, good will, loving 
kindness, etc. However, experience has 
proved that even where such coalitions 
of social elements with divergent class 
interests are constituted, they fall apart 
into mutual contention at the most 
crucial moments of the struggle and 
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cannot perform the work that must be 
done. 

We have previously explained that 
Marxism singles out the industrial 
workers, not because of their better 
qualities as individuals, but because of 
their position and functions in the econ
omy. They are the pr.incipal objects of 
exoloitation under capitalism and the 
fighters against it. And they become 
the bearers of a higher m'Jde of produc
tion and builders of a superior social 
system under post-capitalist conditions. 

The uprooting of exploitation and 
construction of a social order where 
peoole can be free and equal with un
limited prospects of advancement will 
be the climactic achievement of labor
ing hum'inity. The m3terialist concep
tion of history accords the prime place 
in the formation and transformatifJn of 
mankind to its laboring activity. Labor 
is the most distinctive characteristic of 
m:mkind. Labor raie;ed our species 
above the animal state and created so
ciety. The development and diversifica
tion of the forme; of labor since then 
has created all the wealth responsible 
for cultural progress. 

When Marxism teaches that the ex
pansion of the productive forces and 
the enhancement of labor productivity 
is the mainspring of all progress, it 
adds that the most vital of productive 
forces is human labor which sets the 
rest into motion for specific social pur
poses. Marxism places active human 
beings in the very center of the his
torical process-and is thereby human
istic in the most profound sense. Men, 
as producers, have produced their own 
history. 

Man of the Socialist Future 

Unfortunately. up to now, they have 
not produced their history in a con
scious or planned manner-and that is 
why the net result of their work has 
led to such contradictory consequences. 
With the development of nuclear 
energy, automation and other scientific 
and industrial accomplishments, man
kind has the chance of eliminating all 
relations of oppression and exploitation 
and then lightening the burdens of nec
essary labor-and other curses-im
posed by the low levels of labor pro
ductivity. 

The man of the socialist future will 
be able to recreate his personality from 
crown to toe thanks to the steady re
duction, and ultimately the total aboli
tion, of all enforced labor of produc
tion. Only then, when all his time be
comes free, to do with as he pleases, 
will man be able to throw off the last 
of his animal-like activities, attributes, 
sentiments, habits and measures and 
unstintingly cultivate his distinctively 
human qualities. 

We can only dimly surmise what hu
man beings with such highly organized 
social consciousness and material pow
ers will be like. They will produce 

wonders that will make the tapping of 
nuclear energy and flight into space 
seem like child's play. And hot the 
least of these wonders will be what 
man will make of himself. 

Creativity is the finest quality of 
mankind. What initiative was displayed 
in the infancy of our race in order to 
use and make tools, -tame the chemical 
process of fire, share the produce of 
labor, and later to domesticate animals, 
invent agriculture and the handicrafts! 
This capacity for innovation has not 
been solely a trait of exceptionally 
gifted individuals. It has been exercised 
by oppressed masses at moments of 
revolutionary climax in history when 
their energy and enthusiasm swept 
aside archaic institutions and modes of 
rule and founded new and higher types 
of social and political organization. 

In the present period of revolutionary 
transition from class society to social
ism, Marxism strives to enlighten work
ing men and women in order to stim
ulate their initiative in one domain of 
social activity after another, beginning 
with the economic substructure and the 
political regime. It does so, cognizant 
that in the past creative openings have 
been rare for individuals and still 
fewer for the majority of mankind. 
The ultimate aim of the new socialist 
order is to bring about those conditions 
which will make both individual and 
collective creativeness the rule, rather 
than the exception, in human life. 

Socialist Humanism believes firmly 
in the power of intelligence and the 
cultivation of consciousness. But it does 
not err in making an idol of reason 
detached from the social context, as 
do the idealistic Humanists who believe 
in the omnipotence of intelligence re
gardless of time, place and controlling 
circumstances. Reason, like any other 
human capacity, is a product of so:ial 
activity and a function of social de
velopment. Its scope and effectiveness 
are cramped so long as adverse eco
nomic circumstances hem it in and 
strangle its growth. The major task 
of human reason today is to help sweep 
away by revolutionary means all those 
conditions and forces which hinder the 
extent of its own applications and de
velopment. That is why the consistent 
rationalist of our time ought to be a 
socialist revolutionist. , 

Socialist Humanism believes no less 
strongly than any other creed in hu
man decency, dignity and brotherhood. 
But just as it is rational without being 
rationalistic, so is it moral without fall
ing into empty moralizing. A genuinely 
practical and progressive morality can
not be separated from the actual condi
tions, contending forces,~ and basic is:
sues of class society. According to the 
moral code of a Socialist Humanism, 
whatever aids the exploited against the 
exploiters and the oppressed against 
their oppressors, and whatever actions 
clear the way to a free and equal so
ciety, whether these are directed against 
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capitalists, colonialists or usurping 
bureaucrats, are justified and morally 
right. 

The partisans of a socialist movement 
which is both scientific and humanistic· 
are dedicated to preparing a future in 
which human relations are purged of all 
violence. On the other hand, the civil
ized barbarians who are determined to 
uphold class society at any price some
times compel the fighters for progress 
to resort to stem measures in self-de
fense. 

The German Communist writer, Ber
told Brecht, addressed a poem "To 
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Posterity" asking for sympathetic un
derstanding of this necessity: 

You, who shall emerge from the flood 
in which we are sinking, 
Think-
When you speak of our weaknesses, 
Also of the dark time 
That brought them forth ... 
Even the hatred of squalor 
Makes the brow grow stern. 
Even anger against injustice 
Makes the voice grow harsh. Alas. we 
Who wished to lay the foundation of kindness 
Could not ourselves be kind. 
But you, when at last it comes to pass 

The Dictator 
In Dominica 

TRUJILLO LITTLE CAESAR OF THE CARIB
BEAN by German E. Ornes. Thomas 
Nelson & Sons, New York. 1958. 338 
pp. $5. 

The overthrow of the Batista dictator
ship in Cuba has served to focus at
tention on the Caribbean's senior dic
tator, Generalissimo Rafael Leonidas 
Trujillo Molina of the Dominican Re
public. 

German E. Ornes, former member of 
the regime and former publisher of El 
Caribe, a daily newspaper in Ciudad 
Trujillo, describe Trujillo's rise to power 
and conditions on the island today under 
the tyrant. 

Trujillo began his career as a planta
tion cop. When U.S. Marines were 
landed in 1916, he saw his chance for 
advancement by being of service to 
them. He became an informer and 
procurer. The American authorities, not
ing his talents, paid favorable attention 
to him and he rose as an officer in the 
colonial army trained to replace the 
Marines. Possible competitors proved in
capable of matching his prowess, or con-
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by Richard Lopez 

nections, and in 1928 he became Chief 
of Staff of the "National Army." From 
that post, like so many other Latin
American dictators he participated in 
the overthrow of the legally elected 
government, and then used his position 
as head of the armed forces to estab
lish dictatorial control. 

The role played by the American 
embassy and the State Department in 
Trujillo's successful career is glossed 
over by the author, although he does 
admit that "the opposition hopes that 
Washington would not recognize a gov
ernment headed by Trujillo had been 
disappointed." The American minister, 
Curtis, noted· that "the CQ~federaci6n 
announces that 223,851 vot¢~ were ac
cording to early report casf'in favor of 
General Rafael Leonidas Trujillo for 
President of the Republic and of Rafael 
EstrellaUreiia for Vice President. As 
the number given greatly exceeds the 
total number of voters in the country, 
further comment on the fairness of the 
elections is hardly necessary . . ." 

Trujillo maintains his power by means 
that have become standard under such 

That man can help his fellow man, 
Do not judge us 
Too harshly. 

What is the ultimate justification for 
socialism itself and the means of strug
gle needed to attain it? It alone can 
create for the first time the material 
and cultural prerequisites for realizing 
the brotherhood of man preached by 
religion, the freedom, equality and jus
tice promised by bourgeois democracy, 
along with the all-sided development of 
the individual and the happiness of 
the whole human family on earth envis
aged by the Humanists. 

figures as Mussolini, Hitler, Franco, 
Rhee. He has secret police,- spies, stool 
pigeons and a corps of unofficial goon 
squads known as La 42. A Personal 
Identification Card (Cedual Personal de 
Identidad) must be carried at all times 
by every resident on reaching the age 
of sixteen. The card includes name, age, 
civil status, occupation, race, address, 
picture, fingerprints and other informa
tion. It must be stamped for voting 
and failure to vote is "tantamount to 
flaunting opposition to the Gene·ralis
simo." No one may obtain work, marry, 
drive a car or be buried without a card. 

Trujillo is well aware of the value 
of a friendly press, at home and abroad. 
He buys them up when he feels the 
need. A pet foible is maintenance of 
something similar t.o a "Readers Col
umn" called "Foro PUblico." He pub
lishes letters in the column, sometimes 
anonymously, to lecture his staff and to 
notify them of impending doom when 
they fall into disfavor. 

Textiles, mining, cigarettes, salt, cat
tle-raising are some of the fields that 
Trujillo is involved in. His fortune, 
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estimated at half a billion dollars, has 
been made in a country with a popula
tion of 2,698,126 inhabitants, "who make 
on the average (whenever they work 
for a monetary salary) a little over a 
dollar a day." 

Apparently nothing is too small or 
vulgar to escape the grasping hands of 
Trujillo's family. Romeo Trujillo, better 
known as Pipi, "regulates prostitution 
and small gambling houses." 

The various attempts to unseat the 
regime are described, including the role 
of university students, intellectuals, and 
Communist party members in an anti
Trujillo underground. Ornes himself was 
a member of the Central Committee of 
Juventud Revolucionaria (Revolution
ary Youth). 

The dictator's cunning is well illus
trated by his occasional shifts to "li
beralism." In the summer of 1946, for 
instance, he decided to have an "opposi
tion" party run in the election. He 
released some . political prisoners from 
jail to play the role.' However they re
fused to play ball with the Generalis
simo. 

One political tendency did nibble at 
the bait and the Partido Socialista Pop
ular was formed. This was headed by 
leaders Who referred to themselves as 
"Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist." In a letter 
printed in La Nacion, October 16, 1946, 
Trujillo pointed to the newly formed 
PSP to show the democratic character 
of his rule. "Its existence among us, 
furthermore, is a round and eloquent 
rebuttal to those calumniators who 
without foundation accuse the Domin
ican Republic of not being a democratic 
country ... " The PSP busied itself or
ganizing the new Confederaci6n de Tra
bajadores Dominicanos (Confederation 
of Dominican Workers), the key post of 
Secretary General went to a Trujillista, 
Julio Cesar Ballester. 

Preparations for the elections in the 
country were going smoothly . when a 
youth opposition group, Juventud De
mocratica (Democratic Youth) which 
was closely allied with the PSP, held a 
demonstration, with police permission. 
This drew a large response from the 
populace. 

Trujillo's police and thugs broke up 
the meeting. However, the crowd did 
not disperse but paraded to the various 
embassies, including the American. 

Trujillo's press p'ictured this as a 
Communist attempt at a coup d'etat. 
Nine month later the PSP was outlawed 
because of the "Communist menace." 

The book provides detailed informa
tion on Trujillo's methods and scandal
ous family episodes as well as facts 
about the various groups of opposition 
in exile. It includes details on the role 
Trujillo's henchmen played in the dis
appearance of the Basque scholar and 
Columbia professor Jesus de Galindez. 

However, it does not offer much so
cial or economic analysis. For instance, 
the role of U.S. investors in Santo Do
mingo, including corporations like Gen
eral Motors, Allis Chalmers, Ford Motor, 
Kelvinator, is carelessly dismissed. Or
nes considers them to be pawns in the 
hands of Trujillo's brother-in-law, 
Francisco Martinez Alba. 

The author's reluctance to discuss the 
role of the State Department and U.S. 
imperialism may' be better appreciated 
in the light of the recommendation of 
N orman Thomas, who describes Ornes 
as "a strong anti-Communist and anti
totalitarian . . ." Ornes' attacks on 
"Communists" and "communism" 
sprinkle the book. Like . too many of 
Latin America's petty-bourgeois radi
cals he looks for aid from the State 
Department in fighting such regimes 
instead of exposing its role in keeping 
them in power. 

Which. Road for Japan? 

JAPAN BETWEEN EAST AND WEST by Hugh 
Borton, William J. Jorden, Paul F. 
Langer, Jerome B. Cohen, Donald 
Keene, C. Martin Wilbur. With a fore
word by Ernest A. Gross. Published 
for the Council on Foreign Relations 
by Harper and Brothers. New York. 
1957. 327 pp. $4.75. 

"In what other non-Communist coun
try could a book on dialectics move to 
the second place on tbe best-seller list 
(fiction and non-fiction combined)?" 
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"And where outside the Soviet bloc 
could,a translation of Political Economy, 
a dry-as-dust textbook issued by the 
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, sell close 
to a million copies withIn a single year?" 

The questions refer to postwar Japan, 
most literate nation in all Asia. They 
are presented rhetorically and with em
phasis by Paul F. Langer, whose essay 
on "Communism in Independent Japan" 
is one of the six that comprise this 
volume. 

Langer teaches at the University of 

Southern California. He doesn't like the 
radical bent of the Japanese people. 
Like the other contributors to the vol
ume under review, he sees Japan in 
.the narrow focus of American imperial
ist interests, as a potential ally in the 
cold war (and later, if need be, a hot 
war) against China and the Soviet 
Union. 

The book is about Japan's problems 
and the dilemmas they present, especial
ly now, when Japan, as a capitalist na
tion, must live cheek by jowl with Com
munist China. The problems, of course, 
are not new, though they are accen
tuated in new conditions. Fundamentally 
they are the same that drove the Em
pire to its disastrous military adventure 
in World War II. These problems, in 
all their urgency, remain unsolved. 

Japan now has a population of over 
90 million, increasing by about 3 million 
a year. This mass of humanity is 
crowded into an area of 142,000 square 
miles - as compared, for example, with 
California's 158,000 square miles and a 
population of about 12 million. Poor in 
nafural resources, Japan cannot provide 
but a fraction of the raw materials 
needed for its superb industries. These 
must be imported. Nor can the country 
grow, even with the most advanced 
scientific methoos, sufficient food for 
its people. 

Needing both food and industrial raw 
materials" Japan naturally inclines to
ward trade with its close neighbor, 
China. What is more logical than the 
exchange of Japanese machinery, which 
China needs, for China's surplus rice 
and edible oils, coal and iron ore? 

But here cold war politics enter. Ja
pan is a capitalist nation allied with 
the United States. This means that Ja
pan's economic needs take second place 
to Washington policies and the need of 
Japan's bourgeois rulers to stay on top. 
The Tokyo government is thus in a 
perpetual squeeze between the demands 
of the Japanese people and the policies 
of Japan's ruling clique. 

If you read this book clear through, 
you'll get much of this contradiction, 
with a not uninteresting narrative of 
postwar developments in Japan. Our 
essayists, however, nowhere give even 
a hint that the solution of Japan's prob
lems lies in a rejection of the imperial
ist alliance. Nowhere does their thinking 
transcend the status quo. We have here 
a remarkable paradox: While Japan's 
national interest demands close econ
omic, political and cultural ties with 
China, Tokyo rejects China in favor of 
American imperialism - even though 
discriminatory U.S. tariffs bar doliar
earning Japanese products which Japan 
must export to finance food and raw 
material imports! 

The Japanese people, by their avid 
interest in Marxism and Soviet politics, 
show a much more lively appreciation 
of the nature of Japan's problems than 
do the learned contributors to this vol-
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ume. They feel keenly that their coun
try's future lies with a communist China 
rather than with a capitalist United 
States. Indeed, what more promising 
future could there be for Japan than 
the union of its magnificent industrial 
structure with the fast-developing econ
omy of China? Together, these two na
tions could lift eastern Asia and the 
whole world to new heights. But for 
that a Japanese revolution - the over
throw of the bourgeoisie - is needed. 

This admitted"iy is a prospect not· at 
all pleasing to the authors of this vol
ume. Theirs is the point of view of 
American imperialism - a point of 
view indicated by the names on the 

Life on Other Planets 

OF STARS AND MEN by Harlow Shapley. 
Beacon Press, Boston. 1958. 157 pp. 
$3.50. 

Man is not alone in the vast universe. 
There are sentient beings .on remote 
planets in a lower or higher stage of 
developnient than ourselves. 

The former director of the Harvard 
Observatory makes this startling deduc
tion in the light of the most recent and 
reliable astrophysical data and biochem
ical discoveries set forth in this book. 

The advance of science has stripped 
mankind and his platform of all priv
ileged positions as world factors. The 
earth is not even in the center of its 
own galaxy. It is the third planet of the 
sun family which is located in the outer 
rim of a galaxy containing a hundred 
thousand, million 'other stars. And this 
local galaxy of ours is only one of many 
million billions more. 

Nor can earth-dwellers claim special 
location in cosmic time any more than 
in space. This earth, presumably born 
about five billion years ago, is rather 
young as planets go. Thus life can have 
originated sooner and evolved for longer 
periods elsewhere in the universe. 

Shapley adopts the hypothesis of Can
on Le Maitre which attributes the gen
esis of the universe to the explosion of 
a "Primeval Atom" some fifteen billion 
years ago. This led successively to the 
expanding universe in which the origi
nal matter has become more and more 
diffused, to the birth of the chemical 
atoms, to the formation of galaxies and 
stars, and eventually of planets like the 
earth. 

Just as the sun is an ordinary ex
ample of a star, so the earth is made 

SPRING 1959 

roster of the Council of Foreign Rela
tions. Here we find such disinterested 
observers of the Japan scene as John 
J. McCloy, a top U.S. diplomat, as chair
man of the board, and directors that 
include: Allen W. Dulles, cloak-and
dagger mt;lnager of the Central Intel
ligence Agency; Lewis W. Douglas, for
mer U.S. ambassador in LQndon; Myron 
C. Taylor, former head of the U.S. 
Steel Corporation and envoy to the Vat
ican. Writing the Foreword is another 
ex-U.S. diplomat, Ernest A. Gross. 

Can any of these representatives of 
American imperialism possibly speak 
for, or give guidance to, the 90 million 
inhabitants of Dai Nippon? 

by John Marshall 

up of the same elements, though in dif
fering proportions and combinations, 
and is subject to the same physical laws, 
as the countless bodies in the rest of the 
universe. 

Such facts provide the basis and back
ground for the proposition that life is 
as much of a material phenomenon 
as any other feature of the physical 
world. Life can emerge on the surface 
of a planet wherever the requisite ma
terial conditions and chemical combina
tions are on hand. These include the 
proper chemicals for making proto
plasm, the suitable temperature, the 
right weather. In the past thirty years 
biologists and biochemists such as the 
Englishman J. B. S. Haldane and the 
Russian A. 1. Oparin have thrown con
siderable light upon the conditions 
needed for the generation of living or
ganisms from lifeless chemicals and the 
probable ways in which life first ap
peared on this planet. 

Life was not created miraculously, 
supernaturally, spontaneously or at one 
stroke. There is no impassable division 
between non-living and living sub
stances. Living organisms were first 
formed as the outcome of long and 
complex chemical processes out of the 
pre-primal thin soup of hot water en
veloping the earth. In an atmosphere 
containing methane and ammonia, water 
vapor and hydrogen, certain electrical 
strokes helped synthesize the amino 
acids that underlie the proteins that un
derlie organisms. 

What natural p:'ocesses and chemical 
reactions accomplished on earth several 
billion years ago is now being duplicated 
in part in the laboratory by scientists 
like Stanley Miller of the University of 

Chicago. They are artificially synthesiz
ing organic compounds, making amino 
acids out of combinations of gases with 
the aim of reproducing the elements of 
life. 

If life was naturally generated on 
earth, as more and more scientific evi
dence affirms, then what are the chances 
that· it exists elsewhere? Shapley cal
cUlates that the universe holds over 
one hundred thousand million billion 
stars competent through radiation to 
maintain the photochemical reactions at 
the basis of plant and animal life. There 
are at least a hundred million suitable 
planetary systems. 

The probability is that sentient beings 
have likewise evolved on some of these 
myriad other planets. These other plan
etary organisms may very well have 
acquired a sensory equipment different 
from ours. Human sense organs were 
adapted to the peculiarities of solar ra
diation and are limited in number, 
range, and effectiveness. Our sensations 
depend largely on vision alone which is 
restricted to less than two octaves of the 
radiation spectrum; from red to violet. 
Since we are such primitives in sensory 
development, it is more than likely that 
living beings elsewhere have evolved 
means of response to other and broader 
aspects of reality. 

"On the basis of the new estimates 
of the great abundance of stars and 
the high probability of millions of plan
ets with highly developed life, we are 
made aware - embarrassingly aware -
that we may be intellectual minims in 
the life of the universe," Shapley obs
erves. "I could develop further this un
comfortable idea by pointing out that 
sense receptors, in quality quite un
known to us and in fact hardly imagin
able, which record phenomena of which 
we are totally ignorant, may easily 
exist among the highly sentient organ
isms of other planets." 

Shapley concludes his stimulating es
say on the relations of mankind to the 
expanding universe by inquiring into 
our chances of survival. He estimates 
that there is "less than one chance in 
a million for trouble with astronomical 
bodies, less than one in a thousand for 
serious difficulties with climates, vol
canoes, world-wide floods, or dessica
tions; and perhaps less than one in a 
hundred for planet-wide incurable dis
ease." , 

The gravest threat to the continued 
existence of homo sapiens does not come 
from nature. As a Humanist, Shapley 
makes mankind as a whole responsible 
for this situation. "He is his own worst 
enemy." In reality, the culprit is one 
specific segment of our society, the im
perialist planners of atomic warfare, 
who threaten us with annihilation. The 
human race is not contemplating sui-. 
cide; it faces mass murder. 

Have living beings elsewhere ever 
grappled with such a problem - and 
how did they solve it? Since they are 
unlikely to rush to our rescue in time, 
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we shall have to settle it with our 
own forces and resources. Meanwhile, it 
is intellectually consoling to learn that, 
no matter what happens to the human 

experiment on this planet, life can rise 
up and move on in other regions of the 
universe. 

Nasser as the Only Hope 

WILL THE MIDDLE EAST Go WEST? by 
Freda Utley. Henry Regnery Co., 
Chicago. 1957. 198 pp. $3. 

The author is a phobist on commun
ism. Among· the anti-communists, she 
especially admires Chiang Kai-shek. 
She believes that the Generalissimo was 
be.trayed by the Truman administra
tion when it refused to send him "suf
ficient" arms and dollars to win in the 
Chinese civil war that ended his dic
tatorship. Fearing that the Middle East 
will be "lost" through policies of similar 
inadequacy or stupidity, she offers the 
State Department advice on the best 
thing to do. 

The book is not as dull as this basic 
premise would lead one to suppose. The 
author thinks that Arab nationalism 
must be accepted; it cannot be beaten 
back as British and French imperialism 
hoped when they tried . to seize the 
Suez Canal. The shrewder course, in 
her opinion, is to assist the Middle East 
to achieve independence and a higher 
standard of living. Through financial 
and political aid the allegiance of the 
Arab nationalist leaders could be won. 
This, she believes, is the best if not the 
only guarantee against the whole Arab 
world going communist. 

She is particularly exercised over the 
folly of trying to build up Israel as a 
eounter to Arab nationalism. Citing the 

by Paul Abbott 

unsavory r~cord of British duplicity in 
setting up Israel, the shocking fate of 
the Arab refugees, and her own obser
vations of how embittered the Middle 
East became, she maintains that "the 
West" is now obliged· to make extra
ordinary efforts to overcome the dam
age. 

As an example of what the State De
partment should not. do, she cites Dul
les' refusal to· help Egypt build the 
Aswan dam. As an example of the cor
rect course, she praises Eisenhower's 
role in stopping the French-British
Israeli invasion of Egypt in 1956. 

This reactionary author sees in Nasser 
an Egyptian Chiang Kai-shek, the only 
force in sight that can possibly prevent 
the Arab revolution from developing 
into a communist stage. She therefore 
pleads that no other course is real
istic for "the West" but to bolster Nasser 
and his kind. 

What Miss Utley fails to understand 
is the force of a developing revolution. 
Against the massed power of millions 
of people, no dictator can stand up, no 
matter how well financed or armed. 
The best that her stratagem could 
achieve - if it were adopted by Wash
ington and if Nasser agreed to become 
a puppet - is to gain time. In the 
end it would prove as useless in the 
Middle East as it did in China. 

Can We Stop World War III? 

THE CAUSES OF WORLD WAR THREE by C. 

Wright Mills. Simon and Schuster, 
New York. 1958. 172 pp. $1.50. 

It may not be news, but at least it 
takes guts for a teacher to proclaim, in 
print, that the American people are be
ing dragooned into war by forces in-
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herent in the capitalist structure of our 
society. For this is the central point of 
this recent book by the gifted author of 
The Power Elite and many other vol
umes of analysis and criticism. 

Unlike those earlier books which 
brought him fame, this is not an aca
demic work but rather an eloquent, im-

passioned plea to intellectuals in Amer
ica to recognize the mortal crisis of so
ciety today and to do their duty, namely, 
to formulate a comprehensive program 
for meeting the ever-present threat of 
war. 

Mills begins by tracing .. the incompe
tence and impotence of the capitalist 
class in the face of the great problems 
of the day (war, and the industrializa
tion of the underdeveloped areas of the 
wor.1d) to their source in imperialism 
(the need for markets, investments 
abroad, and armament spending to pre
vent depression). If this is so, reasons 
Mills, then the reactionary policy of the 
power elite is not due to stupidity. A 
reversal of line can only be achieved 
if it is at the same time a struggle 
against capitalism. 

"We can not, I believe, struggle for 
peace as we might struggle for this or 
for that particular reform ... Our strug
gle for peace must at the same time be 
a struggle to develop and to acquire ac
cess to the means for our struggle. Our 
immediate and continuous fight, in 
short, must be a fight inside the U.S. 
power system over who is going to de
termine the uses of this nation's fabu
lous means of power and over the re
shaping of these means into more dem
ocratically responsible instruments. A 
real attack on war-making by Amer
icans today is necessarily an attack upon 
the private incorporation of the econ
omy." 

It is in this context that Mills' con
crete peace program must be viewed. 
Despite a flair for dramatic formula
tions, there is little new in them. Essen
tially they call for coexistence; that is, 
negotiations, an end to atomic weapons, 
extensive aid to the backward areas 
under UN control, and the like. The 
uniqueness of the approach lies in the 
belief that this program can only be 
realized through a drastic change in the 
power relationships within the country. 
It is this aspect of his program which 
distinguishes him from the liberal and 
Stalinist conceptions. Questionable as 
some of his proposals may be in the 
abstract (for example, the suggestion 
that the Mideast oil be pooled, operated 
by a UN agency, with all profits to go 
to the Arabs), they become less objec
tionable when taken in the context of 
a United States and a United Nations 
so changed as to have become anti
capitalist - the opposite of what they 
are today. 

Mills' version of the coexistence thesis 
should be a focus for much debate 
among opponents of the cold war. 

Revolutionary socialists have opposed 
the policy which the Kremlin calls 
"peaceful coexistence" because it really 
concerns a proposed agreement with the 
imperialist powers to freeze the status 
quo at the expense of the popular aspi
rations on all continents for freedom, 
independence and socialism. Mills seeks 
to meet this objection by linking his 
coexistence proposals to class-struggle 
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domestic policies. They have the further 
striking advantage of all positive for
mulations, appealing in the most forth
right and most easily comprehensible 
manner to those who simply and direct
ly demand of the American govern
ment that it refrain from its war-like 
posture. 

There are two regrettable, though 
subordinate aspects of the analysis 
which merit mention. In view of Mills' 
profound understanding of the interde
pendence of peace and social change, 
this reader was disappointed to find 
only the most cursory reference on how 
to advance the struggle against capital
ism. Nor is there any explicit reference 
to the socialist alternative to capitalism 
which Mills doubtless believes in. These 
omissions seem rather awkward, and 
even compromising. 

Total SeCJreCJation 

DURBAN, A STUDY IN RACIAL ECOLOGY, by 
Leo Kuper, Hilstan Watts and Ronald 
Davies, with an Introduction by Alan 
Paton. Columbia University Press, 
New York, and Jonatha.n Cape, Ltd., 
London. 1958. 221 pp. $3.75. 

Total residential segregation-so com
plete that Africans and Indians will not 
even find occasion to travel through 
"white" areas-is the aim envisaged by 
the South African government in the 
Group Areas Act passed in 1950. 

In urging its passage, the Minister of 
the Interior claimed with evident 
hypocrisy that it was conceived, in part 
at least, to improve the lot of those 
who were destined to be its victims. 
"The Honorable Members," he told the 
House of Assembly, "will realize what 
it must mean to those , groups (Africans, 
Indians) always to have to adopt an in
ferior attitude, an attitude of inferiority 
towards the Europeans, to stand back 
for the Europeans, where they live 
alongside the Europeans, but if we place 
them in separate residential areas, they 
will be able to give expression to their 
full cultural and soul life, and that is 
why we say that separate residential 
areas must be established." 

Giving also an understanding of the 
real motivation of the legislation, the 
minister asserted that "points of contact 
inevitably produce friction and fric
tion generates heat which may lead to a 
conflagration," and then added: "The 
paramountcy of the white man and of 
western civ~lization in South Africa must 
be ensured in the interests of the mate
rial, cultural and spiritual development 
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Secondly, it is disappointing to find 
Mills persist here, as in previous works, 
in misrepresenting the socialist theory 
of social change, and in particular, the 
theory of the state. In practice, his own 
work is fully socialist in its conclusions. 
For example, his observation, "The state 
in which we' live, in its personnel and 
in its persistent outlook, does indeed 
appear at times as a committee of the 
ruling circles of corporation and high 
military," lies at the core of his entire 
argument. This is certainly the central 
premise of socialist politics as well. Yet 
he cannot refrain from imputing to 
Marxists a mechanistic determinism in 
which history is reduced to fate. This 
injustice is all the more deplorable at 
the hands of a man of intellect and 
courage, and a friend of the working 
class. 

by Lois Saunders 

of all races." In his concluding remarks, 
he declared: "I also want to say this, 
that no policy which is not based on 
justice has any prospect of success." 

This total segregation based on the 
"paramountcy of the white man" is, 
according to the South African govern
ment, supposed to produce "harmony 
through separation." 

How this "harmony through separa
tion" is to be achieved in Durban, port 
city of half a million population almost 
equally divided racially among Euro
peans, Indians and Africans, is the sub
ject of Durban, a Study in Racial Ecol
ogy. 

The authors attempt the impossible. 
They try to reconcile the segregation 
called for in the Group Areas Act with 
"justice" to all concerned, to provide 
for equality in plans founded on in
equality. T:p.e result is a somewhat 
schizophrenic monograph, replete with 
maps, graphs and charts, but which 
avoids fundamental analysis of the race 
problem it examines. As trained re
searchers, the authors describe the racial 
patterns existing in the city, together 
with the extreme exploitation and pov
erty that here as always accompany 
segregation. But as segregationists, they 
refrain from drawing the conclusions 
that flow from the facts they have so 
painstakingly assembled. 

They base the study on the untenable 
concept that one way of achieving har
mony is by carving up the city along 
racial lines; at the same time they are 
critical of the Europeans, who control 
all the organs of power, because in de-

vising plans for redistribution they have 
used their power solely in their own in
terests. Like many white Southerners in 
this country, the authors seem unaware 
that there can be neither equality nor 
justice in a segregated society. 

One glaring omission in the book is 
its failure to treat adequately the effects 
of the. proposed partition plans upon 
the Africans. The reason given in the 
preface is that "this is not from any de
sire to minimize the importance of the 
problems which face the African and 
Coloured peoples of Durban. But In
dians and Europeans are the main com
petitors for the land of Durban, and the 
problems of compulsory segregation 
between them are most acute." It is 
possible, however, that the authors real
ized it would be hopeless to talk of 
justice when dealing with the plight of 
Africans in their own land. 

Perhaps it is unfair to be harsh in 
judging the authors of this study, for 
undoubtedly the book's limitations are 
due in part to the lack of academic 
freedom in South Africa and to the fact 
that money for the survey was provid
ed by a grant from the South African 
government's Department of Education, 
Arts and Science. Prof. Leo Kuper, who 
headed the research team, is a member 
of the Sociology Department of the Uni
versity of Natal. 

It should also be pointed out that de
spite its shortcomings, the book has 
considerable merit in that it gives an 
objective and detailed picture of the 
city, -its history and its population, and 
also because it presents quite clearly the 
problems involved in uprooting 55,000 
Indians and 80,000 Africans and forcing 
them to relocate into what undoubtedly 
will develop into shantytowns on the 
outskirts of the city, far from the in
dustrial areas, and where, say the au
thors, there will be a "low standard not 
only of urban amenities, but of the basic 
necessities. " 

The authors do not see how this dras
tic separation of the races, under the 
proposed plan, will produce harmony. 
Neither does Alan Paton, author of Cry 
the Beloved Country, who in the intro
duction aptly calls the concept of "har
mony through separation" a "fantastic 
ideal," and adds. perceptively that "the 
very words kill each other." 
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